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Test Plan No. 206

Section 1 Introduction

This report documents the hypothetical accident conditions (HAC) test results of Test Plan
206 performed on the Model 880SC transport package. The results confirm the Model 880SC
transport package, identified in Section 2 passes all the hypothetical accident conditions
transport test requirements specified in Test Plan 206, the Code of Federal Regulations, 10
CFR Part 71, revised as of January 26, 2004 and criteria stated in the IAEA Regulations for
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, No. TS-R-1 1996 Edition (as amended 2003).

In order to determine the cumulative effect on the Model 880SC transport package, the HAC
test evaluation is based on the sequential application of the tests specified in the order
indicated in 10 CFR Part 71. Alternatively, if the test sequence had been performed in reverse
order to the sequence identified in 10 CFR Part 71, with the Puncture test performed before
the 30-foot free drop, an assessment is included to evaluate the effect the reverse order tests
would have on the FAC test results. See section 5.3 for the reverse order assessment.

The thermal test portion of the HAC test sequence is not performed based on the condition of
the test specimens after the 30-foot free drop and Puncture tests. See section 5.4 for this
assessment.

The following is the pass criteria for a Type B(U) transport package after being subjected to
the I IAC test sequence:

* There shall be no loss or dispersal of radioactive material from the package.
* There shall be no external radiation dose rate exceeding 10-mSv/h (1-rem/h) at 1 m

(40 in) from the external surface of the package.

The following HAC tests were not covered in the test plan and therefore not conducted.
" The crush test was not performed because is not required since the Model 880SC

transport package weighs 52 lbs which is less than the 1100 lbs. minimum weight
limit for the test.

* The immersion -fissile material test is not required since the Model 880SC package
does not transport fissile material.

" The immersion - allpackages test was not performed and is instead assessed since
the materials of construction used in the Model 880SC transport package are
impervious to water and are not structurally affected when immersed in water of at
least 15 meters (50 feet).
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Section 2 Construction and Condition of Test Specimens

2.1 Test Specimen Construction

The test specimens were constructed in accordance with QSA Global engineering drawings
and Quality Assurance Program. The drawings and manufacturing documents accurately
depict the intended design at the time of testing along with methods for building and verifying
the finished product. There were no deviations and/or changes to the test specimen before
testing.

The four test specimens built for this test are the Model 880SC. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 shows
test specimens, specimen numbers are TP206(A) through TP206(D). TP206(D) was
assembled as a spare. This unit was not required for the HAC testing. Shipping labels and
nameplates were not attached for testing.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 shows the major assemblies and common components of the Model
880SC transport package. The nomenclature used in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are referenced
throughout this report.

SOURCE LOCK ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 2.1: MODEL 880SC SOURCE CHANGER TRANSPORT PACKAGE
(without optional Jacket)
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11ý-ýSPACERS

SHIELD

FIGURE 2.2: MODEL 880SC SOURCE CHANGER SCHEMATIC
(without optional Jacket)

The primary containment system of the package is the completely seal welded source capsule
assembly. The secondary containment system, the transport package source lock assemblies
and shield assembly, are open to the atmosphere and therefore in constant equilibrium with
changing operating prcssures.

The structural materials used in the construction of the Model 880SC transport package retain
their key mechanical and physical properties between -40'C (-40'F) and +38°C (+1000F).
Therefore, the temperature of the test specimens did not need to be adjusted for the tests
performed in test plan 206.

2.2 Test Specimen Modification

The test specimens used for the HAC were first subject to the NCT testing. Test Plan 206 - Report #1
describes damage that was caused during the testing. The penetration test on TP206(A) caused
damage to the lock, specifically the key hole. This Lock was replaced prior to HAC testing.
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Section 3 Failure Modes and Test Orientations

3.1 Test Failure Modes

Each of the test orientations (Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) targets a specific area on the package in an
attempt to damage the package enough to cause an elevation in radiation measurements. The
possible failures considered under the required test conditions potentially leading to elevated
radiation measurements on and around the transport package include the following:

1. Fracture of the shield allowing a direct beam of radiation to transmit to the exterior of the
package.

2. Extreme displacement of the shield within the package enough to position the source in a
much less shielded location.

3. Any release or loss of control of the source from its shielded position within the package.

3.2 Test Orientations

Table 3.2.1 shows the planned test orientation used for each test specimen in the 30-foot free drop
test. These orientations attempt to exploit the failure modes discussed in section 3.1.

Table 3.2.2 shows the planned test orientation used for each test specimen in the Puncture drop
test. These orientations attempt to exploit the failure modes discussed in section 3.1.
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Table 3.2.1: 30-Foot (9 Meter) Free Drop Test Orientation Review

LIŽ

9M I,%' FFFn

OF PAD DROP PAD

P VIMw SIDlE VAt

Test Specimen: TP206(A)
Front Surface Drop

9M (in rrrT)
DROP IIIlGI IT

II~p
DROPPAD I F DROPPAD

TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW

Test Specimen: TP206(B)
Rear Surface Drop

Test Specimen: TP206(C)
Shallow Angle Drop
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Table 3.2.2: Puncture Drop Test Orientation Review

Test Specimen: TP206(A)
Front Surface Puncture Drop

10F* V1frW .'IM V/

Test Specimen: TP206(B)
Rear Surface Puncture Drop

J-

Test Specimen: TP206(C)
Shallow Angle Puncture Drop
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3.3 Free Drop Height Adjustment

The drop test heights specified in 10 CFR Part 71 are adjusted higher in all the 30-foot (9 Meter)
drop and 40-inch (1 Meter) Puncture tests. The adjusted drop height allows for future Model 880SC
transport packages built heavier than the actual test specimens specifically for the additional weight
of the jacket, but less than the maximum allowable weight specified for the transport package
configuration to comply with 10 CFR Part 71.

The adjusted drop height is calculated for both the 30-foot (9 Meter) drop and 40-inch (1 Meter)
Puncture tests. The adjusted drop height is determined by multiplying the worst case weight ratio
by the required drop test height, 30 feet or 40 inches. The worst case weight ratio is calculated by
dividing the maximum allowable weight by the actual test specimen weight. The actual weight is
significantly lower given the absence of the jacket.

The maximum allowable transport package weight in the Model 880SC is 52 lbs. Table 3.3.1 shows
the adjusted height for each specimen for the 30-foot (9 Meter) drop. Table 3.3.2 shows the
adjusted height for each specimen for the 40-inch (1 Meter) Puncture drop.

The impact energy produced by the adjusted height in all drop tests is equal to or greater than the
impact energy produced by the transport package built to its maximum weight and dropped at the
required drop height specified in 10 CFR Part 71.

Tnhlp 3_31 Trat Nnueimen 311-5nrta tQ Mete'rh Iire. flrnn llpioht Adinttment
30-Foot (9 Meter)

Test Actual Test Maximum Transport Adjusted Height
Specimen Specimen Weight Package Weight (Feet -

(Lbs) (Lbs) (Meters) (Feet) Inches)

TP206(A) 44.80 52 10.6 34.82 34' 10"
TP206(B) 44.85 52 10.6 34.82 34' 10"
TP206(C) 44.80 52 10.6 34.82 34' 10"

Table 3.3.2 Test Specimen 40-inch (1 Meter) Puncture Drop Height Adjustment

Actual Test Maximum Transport 40-inch (1 Meter)
Test Specimen Weight Package Weight Adjusted Height

Specimen (Lbs) (Lbs) (Meters) (Feet) (Inches)

TP206(A) 44.80 52 1.18 3.875 46.5
TP206(B) 44.85 52 1.18 3.875 -- 46.5
TP206(C) 44.80 52 1.18 3.875 46.5
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Section 4 Test Results

4.1 Test Specimen TP206(A) Test Results

For the 30-Foot (9 Meter) test, Specimen TP206(A) was dropped from 34 feet 10 inches while
oriented in its near vertical position (along the center of gravity) and with the front source lock
assembly facing down toward the location of impact. The source assembly was loaded in the front
source lock assembly and the shipping plug was in the rear source lock assembly. TP206(A) rotated
slightly during the drop but hit the drop plate on the upper part of the source lock assembly. This
impact created a shearing action on the top two bolts of the source lock assembly.

Examination of the test specimen just after the 30-Foot drop showed the top two screws of the lock
source assembly had sheared off. The bottom two screws were intact. The top of the source lock
assembly moved away slightly from the end plate by approximately .125". The bottom of the source
lock assembly was in contact with the end plate. The end plate was slightly bent but fully intact. The
source remained locked and secure. There was damage to the cap and lock. The cap was in the open
position.

For the Puncture drop, test specimen TP206(A) orientation was changed from Test Plan 206. Since
the top two screws were sheared / broken off during the 30-Foot drop the orientation was changed in
an attempt to completely shear off the source lock assembly or try to dislodge or shear off the
remaining two screws. The specimen was dropped from 46.5 inches above the puncture bar onto the
side front lock source assembly. The specimen impacted per revised plan.

No additional damage was evident. The source remained locked and secure. Due to the angle of the
drop the cap closed during impact.

During the post-test examination it was determined the lock needed to be replaced. The lock had
sustained damage during the 30 foot drop and the key could not be inserted. To replace the lock the
entire source lock assembly needed to be removed from the front plate. The "gap" created by the
missing top two screws were measured prior to dis-assembly. Once the lock was replaced the source
lock assembly was fully functional. The source lock assembly was then installed back onto the end
plate using the original two bottom screws. These screws were bent but functional. The "gap"
between the source lock assembly and the end plate was then measured to assure it was the same as
prior to dis-assembly. The cap was "jammed" in the closed position and needed to be pried open.

Two sets of radiation profiles were taken on the package after testing. One with the source loaded in
the front of the Model 880SC and one with the source loaded in the rear of the Model 880SC. Both
inspections show dose levels were well below the limit of I R/hr at a meter from the surface of the
package. See Table 5.2.1 for radiation profile data.
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Table 4.1.1: 30-Foot (9 Meter) Drop Test Setup - TP206(A)
Changes to the planned drop orientation. None
Test Specimen Weight 44.80 pounds
Actual Drop Height 34 Feet 10 inches (10.62 Meters)
Temperature during test 68.9°F (20.5°C)

Figure 4.1.1.1: 30-Foot Drop - TP206(A) Figure 4.1.1.2: 30-Foot Drop - TP206(A)
Orientation View #1 1 Orientation View #2

Table 4.1.2: 30-Foot Drop Test Damage Report - TP206(A)
- Top 2 bolts were missing
- Minor damage to cap
- Cap was open
- Damage to top of lock

6(A) immediately after Figure 4.1.2.2: Close-up view of TP206(A) after
30-Foot Drop Test.

rIgure ,.t.Z.i: nrz
30-Foot Drop Test.
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Table 4.1.3: Puncture Drop Test Setup - TP206(A)
Changes to the planned drop orientation. Adjustment to angle. Trying to shear of the

entire source lock assembly.
Test Specimen Weight 44.80 pounds
Actual Drop Height 46.5 Inches (1.18 Meters)
Temperature during test 77.5-F (25.3-C)

a

Figure 4.1.3.1: Puncture Drop - TP206(A) Figure 4.1.3.2: Puncture Drop - TP206(A)
Orientation View #1 - Setting Angle Orientation View #2

Table 4.1.4: Puncture Drop Test Damage Report - TP206(A)
" There appeared to be no additional movement / displacement of the source lock assembly
* There was minor additional damage to the lock and cap at the area of impact.

..... tAi m

Figure 4.1.4.1: TP206(A) immediately
after the Puncture drop test.

Figure 4.1.4.2: TP206(A) immediately after
the Puncture drop test - close up.
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I -TP206(A)

Figure 4.1.5.2:
plate to sourci

fT--ý 41

Figure 4.1.5.3: Opening cap. Figure 4.1.5.4: Source in locked and secured
position.

Figure 4.1.5.5: Bent "bottom" Figure 4.1.5.6: Re-assembled unit with new lock.
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4.2 Test Specimen TP206(B) Test Results

For the 30-Foot (9 Meter) test, Specimen TP206(B) was dropped from 34 feet 10 inches while
oriented in its near vertical position (along the center of gravity) and with the rear source lock
assembly facing down toward the location of impact. The source assembly was loaded in the rear
source lock assembly and the shipping plug was in the front source lock assembly. The cap had
sustained damage during the Normal Conditions of Transport Test (see Test Plan Report #1) and
therefore the cap remained open during this test. TP206(B) did not rotate during the drop and
impacted per plan.

Examination of the test specimen just after the 30-Foot drop showed there was only minor additional
damage to the shell and cap. The cap remained attached to the assembly. The source remained locked
and secure.

For the Puncture drop, test specimen TP206(B) orientation was not changed from Test Plan 206. The
specimen was dropped from 46.5 inches above the puncture bar onto the rear lock source assembly.
TP206(B) impacted per plan. The cap remained open for this drop.

Examination of the test specimen just after the Puncture drop showed the cap had broken off. The
bottom lock plate also appeared to be slightly bent. The source remained locked and secure.

During the post-test examination the source was secure and in the locked position but the lock slide
assembly could not be opened. Due to the damage to the bottom lock plate the lock slide would not
move. Upon further inspection it was discovered that the lock slide was binding on the lock slide
bracket. The lock slide bracket was removed and the lock slide assembly was fully functional.

Two sets of radiation profiles were taken on the package after testing. One with the source loaded in
the front of the Model 880SC and one with the source loaded in the rear of the Model 880SC. Both
inspections show dose levels were well below the limit of 1 R/hr at a meter from the surface of the
package. See Table 5.2.1 for radiation profile data.
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Table 42.1: 30-Foot (9 Meter) DroD Test SetuD - TP206(B)
Changes to the planned drop orientation. None
Test Specimen Weight 44.85 pounds
Actual Drop Height 34 Feet 10 inches (10.62 Meters)
Temperature during _test 7- 211-

Figure 4.2.1.1: 30-Foot Drop - TPZ06(B) Figure 4.2.1.2: 30-Foot Drop - TP206(B)
Orientation View #1 Orientation View #2

Table 4.2.2: 30-Foot Drop Test Damage Report - TP206(B1)
Minor damnage to Shell.
Caraie attached.

Figure 4.2.2.1: TP206(B) immediately after Figure 4.2.2.2: Close-up view of TP206(B)
30-Foot Drop Test. after 30-Foot Drop Test.
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Table 4.2.3: Puncture Drop Test Setup - TP206(B)
Changes to the planned drop orientation. None
Test Specimen Weight 44.85 pounds
Actual Drop Height 46.5 Inches (1.18 Meters)
Temperature during test 77.20F (25.1 0C)

Figure 4.2.3.1: Puncture Drop - TP206(B) Figure 4.2.3.2: Puncture Drop - TP206(B)
Orientation View #1 Orientation View #2

Table 4.2A: Puncture Drop Test Damage Report - TP206(B
0 Cap broke off.
* Bottom lock plate was slightly bent
e Minor dam e to shell.

Figure 4.2.4.1: TP206(B) immediately after Figure 4.2.4.2: TP206(B) immediately after
the Puncture drop test. the Puncture drop test - close up.
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ation Photos -.

I

Figure 4.2.5.2: Damage to

S

re 4.2.5.3: Lock and lock slide Figure 4.2.5.4: Re-assembled with lock slide
bracket removed.

/1

_r_ (
Figure 4.2.5.5: Close up of connector - no
damage.
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4.3 Test Specimen TP206(C) Test Results

For the 30-Foot (9 Meter) test, Specimen TP206(C) was dropped from 34 feet 10 inches while
oriented in the "slap down, 150 orientation. TP206(C) did not rotate during the drop and impacted per
plan. The source assembly was loaded in the front source lock assembly and the shipping plug was in
the rear source lock assembly.

Examination of the test specimen just after the 30-Foot drop showed there was only minor additional
damage to the shell and rear cap. The rear cap opened but remained attached to the assembly. The
source remained locked and secure.

For the Puncture drop, test specimen TP206(C) the orientation was not changed from Test Plan 206.
The specimen was dropped from 46.5 inches above the puncture bar onto the bottom side of the rear
source lock assembly. TP206(C) impacted per plan.

Examination of the test specimen just after the Puncture drop showed minor damage to the rear cap.
The rear cap was bent but remained attached to the assembly. The front source lock assembly Cap
was damaged but remained attached.

During the post-test examination the source was secure and in the locked position. Both source lock
assemblies were functional.

Two sets of radiation profiles were taken on the package after testing. One with the source loaded in
the front of the Model 880SC and one with the source loaded in the rear of the Model 880SC. Both
inspections show dose levels were well below the limit of I R/hr at a meter from the surface of the
package. See Table 5.2.1 for radiation profile data.
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Table 4.3.1: 30-Foot (9 Meter) Drop Test Setup - TP206(C)
Changes to the planned drop orientation. None
Test Specimen Weight 44.80 pounds
Actual Drop Height 34 Feet 10 inches (10.62 Meters)
Temperature during test 71.4-F (21.9-C) _

Figure 4.3.1.1: 30-Foot Drop - TP206(C) Figure 4.3.1.2: 30-Foot Drop - TP206(C)
Orientation View #1 Orientation View #2

Table 43.2: 30-Foot Drop Test Damage Report - TP206(C)
Minor damage to shell.

Ca opened but remained attached.

Figure 4.3.2.1: TP206(C) immediately after Figure 4.3.2.2: TP206(C) after 30-Foot Drop
30-Foot Drop Test. Rear view. Test. Front view.
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Table 4.33: Puncture DroD Test Setun - TP206(Cf
Changes to the planned drop orientation. None
Test Specimen Weight 44.80 pounds
Actual Drop Height 46.5 Inches (1. 18 Meters)
Temperature during test 77.47F (25.2°C)

... .... =

Figure 4.3.3.1: Puncture Drop - TP206(C) Figure 4.3.3.2 Puncture Drop - TP206(C)
Orientation View #1 Orientation View #2

Table 4.3.4: Puncture Drop Test Damage Report - TP206(C) _
" Cap opened and slightly damaged.

" Visible signs of impact but no major damage.
" Minor damage to shell.
"rOpposit ecap was crushed.

Figure 4.3.4.1: TP206(C) immediately Figure 4.3.4.2: TP206(C) immediately after
after the Puncture drop test. the Puncture drop test - close up.
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amniion Ptos -'I

Figure 4.3.5.1: Close-Up. Source in locked
and secured position.

Figure 4.3.5.2: Damage to opposite end -
cap.

Section 5 Test Assessments

5.1 30-Foot Free Drop & Puncture Test Assessment

All 30-foot free drop and Puncture tests were performed in accordance with test plan 206, 10 CFR
71, IAEA TS-R-1.

Based on the condition and position of the post Puncture test specimens, and their contents, the
Model 880SC specimens tested will pass the thermal test. All Model 880SC components deemed
important to safety are constructed with materials that will retain their structural integrity when
exposed to temperatures at 800C for an hour.

The Model 880SC transport package satisfies the HAC test requirements of Test Plan 206, the
Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR Part 71 and criteria stated in the IAEA Regulations for the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, No. TS-R-1.

After the 30-foot free drop and Puncture tests, all test specimens continued to successfully meet
the hypothetical accident conditions transport requirements of 10 CFR 71 and IAEA TS-R-1. After
the test, there was:

" No loss or dispersal of radioactive material or contents.
" No external radiation dose rate exceeding 10-mSv/h (1-rem/h) at 1 m (40 in) from the

external surface of the package.
* No escape of other radioactive material exceeding a total amount A2 in I week.
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5.2 Radiation Profile Inspection

Tables 5.2.1 shows the one-meter radiation profile measurements taken on the three test specimen
(TP206(A) thru TP206(C)). All measurements are factored for a maximum package capacity of
150 curies of Iridium-192. All units were tested with source model A424-9 / source serial number
99334B. Each unit was tested first with the source in the "Front" position and then in the "Rear"
position. The opposing end was loaded with the shipping plug.

T2hIe ~71 M~riniuum 1-Mptpr R~adi2tinn

Front Load Rear Load
Dose . DoseDose Location mose LocationmR/hr inRA r

1.1 Top 0.9 Top
1.1 Right 1.1 Right

TP206(A) 1.0 Bottom 1.1 Bottom
1.1 Left 1.0 Left
2.0 Front 1.5 Front
1.6 Rear 2.3 Rear
1.0 Top 1.1 Top
1.1 Right 1.1 Right

TP206(B) 1.2 Bottom 1.1 Bottom
1.0 Left 1.0 Left
1.6 Front 1.2 Front
2.0 Rear 2.6 Rear
0.9 Top 1.1 Top
1.2 Right 1.1 Right

TP206(C) 1.2 Bottom 0.9 Bottom
1.1 Left 1.0 Left
1.3 Front 1.3 Front
2.0 Rear 1.8 Rear

5.3 Reverse Sequence 30-Foot Free Drop & Puncture Assessment

If we were to reverse the test sequence and perform the Puncture test before the 30-foot free drop,
the Model 880SC transport package would continue to meet the HAC requirements of 10 CFR
Part 71. The test results indicate there is no evidence the puncture billet is capable of affecting the
source security of the package. It has been shown that the cap and the bottom lock plate absorb the
majority of the impact with little or no effect to the source lock assembly operation and
specifically the locking of the source.

This allows the Model 880SC transport package to successfully meet the hypothetical accident
conditions transport test requirements of IAEA TS-R-1.
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5.4 Thermal Test Assessment

Review of the damage to all test specimens after the drop tests suggest the fire test would have no
effect on the radiation measurements taken after the drop tests. The reasons for this can be
justified based on the condition of the test specimen after the drop tests and the properties of the
materials used to secure and shield the source within the specimen. See 5.4.2 for further
assessment for TP206(A).

5.4.1 Condition of Test Specimens before Thermal Test

* The internal structure for supporting the shield is intact and fully functional.

" The source assembly is intact, undamaged and secure in the shielded position.

* The source lock assembly continues to secure the source assemblies to the package in
their shielded position.

5.4.2 Additional Thermal Analysis for 880SC-TP206(A)

Significant oxidation of the depleted uranium does not occur if there is insufficient flow of oxygen
available to the shield. Two major contribution factors to limiting this oxidation are the oxygen
inhibitive nature of charred polyurethane foam and the packages' ability to contain the foam once
charred. This has been demonstrated by thermal testing conducted by QSA Global Inc. in support of
previous Type B package submissions described in the following paragraphs.

Under Test Plan 74 (Section 2.12), the Model 660 Series, Specimen D was tested successfully
through normal and accidental conditions. Before thermal testing, the unit showed gaps in the outer
containment (shell to endplate interface) up to '/2 wide and 1 inch long (.5 in2). Pyrolized foam was
contained within the unit. Although the shield oxidized slightly on the end nearest the largest gap, the
unit passed final profile at 0.0047 R/hr at one meter.

Under Test Plan 72-S2 (Section 2.12), in support of Certificate of Compliance number
USA/9035/B(U) for the Model 680-OP Series, camera s/n B198 was subjected to thermal testing.
Before testing, the unit was intact and essentially undamaged with no gaps between mating surfaces.
After the 30 foot and puncture drop tests, ¾ inch long by 1/16 in wide gaps were present on both
sides of the unit at the side plate / shell interface. Thermocouple readings showed temperatures of up
to I 000°C on the unit and over 900'C within the depleted uranium shield. The foam was completely
pyrolized but was contained within the unit. No oxidation of the shield occurred and the unit passed
final profile at 0.330 RI/hr at 1 meter.

Under Test Plan 80 Report (Section 2.12), in support of Certificate of Compliance number
USA/9269/B(U) for the Model 650L, test specimen TP80(B) was subject to thermal testing. The
drop test (30 foot and Puncture) caused the outer shell to split completely open and the inner shell to
crack, creating a 3 inch long by 1A inch wide gap (1.5 in2). Subsequent thermal testing caused
pyrolization of all the foam and vaporization in the area of the gap. Some minor oxidation of the
shield was also noted. Thermocouples recorded temperatures in the shield of over 900'C and close to
1000IC at the shell. Although the shield oxidized slightly in the area of the gap, the unit passed final
profile at 0.028 R/hr at one meter.

Specimen number TP206(A) sustained damage during the 30 foot drop test. The two top screws
holding the source lock assembly sheared off from the end plate. The two remaining screws on the
bottom were intact and securely held the source lock assembly. The top of the "bottom lock plate"
moved away slightly (approx. .125") from the end plate. This gap created the potential for oxygen
flow to the polyurethane foam via the .63 inch diameter foam fill hole located behind the lock plate.
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As demonstrated in previous thermal testing, minor air gaps in the containment surrounding the
shield are insufficient to allow oxidation of the depleted uranium shield during the thermal test.

Graphical representation of "gap" created on Specimen TP206(A)

AIR FLOW TO.63 DIA. FILL
HOLE

.63 DIA.

FILL HOLE

CROSS-SECTION OF TP206(A)
SHOWING GAP

I
VIEW OF "GAP" - SHELL HIDDEN

5.4.3 Material Properties at Elevated Temperatures

* The melting temperature for all materials (stainless steel, depleted uranium and tungsten)
of the structure, source lock assembly and source assembly is above the thermal test
temperature of 800'C.

* The thermal expansion for all materials of the structure is less than the design clearance
allowed for assembly.

• The stainless steel components of the structure and source assemblies have about 30% of
their room temperature strength at 800'C, respectively.

The load condition for the thermal test is for the structure to support the static weight of
the shield in suspension. The dynamic impact nature of the drop tests subjects the
structure to a force over 100 times the static weight of the shield. This suggests the
strength of the materials used in the structure would need to decrease by two orders of
magnitude or to about 1% of their strength at room temperature. The 30-minute thermal
test is not long enough for significant creep deformation to occur in the structure.

Section 6 Final Test Assessment

The Model 880SC transport package did not lose or disperse radioactive material and did not have
external radiation dose rates exceeding 10-mSv/h (1-rem/h) at I m (40 in) from the external surface
of the package after being subjected to the HAC test sequence identified in 10 CFR Part 71.

6.1 Production Unit Assessment

The actual production units of the Model 880SC transport package will include a feature presenting a
slight variation compared to the tested specimen. This variation and the possible effect on HAC
testing is listed in Table 6.1 below.
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Table 6.1 Production Unit Feature/Change Assessment

Feature/Change Net Effect on Transport Package
Thickness of the bottom lock platc. An Add a maximum of.25 lbs. Eliminates the need
increase of. 10" will be added to the for spacers between source lock assembly and end
plate. plate.

The production feature listed in table 6.1 adds less than .25 pounds to the package and will
not cause the package to exceed the maximum allowable weight for any configuration.

The results and assessments in this report confirm the Model 880SC transport package meets
the hypothetical accident conditions test requirements of test plan 206, 10 CFR Part 71, and
IAEA TS-R- 1.
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Appendix A: Test Specimen Documentation
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Test Specimen Documentation
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Appendix B: Radiation Profile Results

TP206(A) (s/n: D11827)
Radiation Profile Inspection

Front Load

880 Device Data

Device s/n: Dt13127FLF

880 Auto-Profiler Data Form
Form F-Q-1816-1

i~i~1Source model:
88c3. ,2- ,'1 Sources/n:

Isotope:
Source activity I

•) ~A.qsay date:

Profile Source Data

424-9

I Ir192 cspacitv (Ct: 150.00

Profile Process Oats
Profile Date: 09 Oct 2013 [ Profile ID: 011827FLF 10/921 I
CurrentActivity (Cf: 117.7 surface Correction (frontrear):
Capacitv Correction: 1.275 Surface Correction (sides):

Profile Results - in mR/hr

Surface Maximum Valuea s < 200 mR/hr? I Meter Maximum Values m= 2 mR/hr?.
Top 156.9 Y 1.1 Y
Right 165.7 Y 1.1 Y
Bottom 132.7 Y 1.0 1

I Left I 142.5
Front ______ 1.6
Rear

IAccet I%" VIReret I I

Profile Instrument Data
Instrument Model: M4612 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Instrumeni s/n: 291495 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Right Contact s/n: P3-1 Cal data: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-2nd s/n: P3-2 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-3rd sin: P3-3 Cal data: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Left Contact s/n: P3-4 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
I-Meter Side sin: PR319789 Cal data: 2013-11-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Rear a/n: PR319787 Cal data: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Front s/n: PR319785 Cal data: 2013-08-12 Cal duo date: 2013-11-12
Conract-Endaimn: P3-8I Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Inspector. Date: 9 7- f . NCR#:

Commen.ts: C _L . ...... LOA : .,0....

Notes:
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TP206(A) (s/n: DI 1827)
Radiation Profile Inspection

Rear Load

-J

880 Auto-Profiler Data Form
Form F-Q-1816-1

880 Device Data

Device sin: DIi827RLF

Profile Source Data i

Source model: 424-9
IIModel: -e~wrrXsJZ 8&se'C 2.ý-

S hield LOt#: 1I21000205

ISource sin: 99334B__
Isotope: lr-192
Source acti"t (Ci): 151.5Model: 17717 32- -- 2- -

I Shield Heat* C1286-D07 I
I I-i09 .-. meniv f(Ci'l II Aqq,%,dAI.hmr•=

I Ir-192 caoýscitv 101: Ass date:=L J& wep f:-

Profile Process Data
Profile Date: 09 Oct 2013 Profile ID: D11827RLF 10/9/2013 12:14:30 PM
Current Activity (Cl): 117.7 Surface Correction (frontirear): 1.171
Cap Correction: 1.275 Surface Correction (sides): 1.171

_______Profile Results - in mPjhr
Surface Maximum Values <= 200 mR/hr7 1 Meter Maximum Values 2 rrr?

TOP 128.9 Y 0.9 Y
Right 133.4 Y 1.1 Y
Bottom 149.1 Y 1. 1 Y

Left 142.9 Y 1.0 Y

Front 69.6 Y 1.5 y MAY
Rear 129.8 Y 2.3 N' -/.-D aR r

.... L-1 ....t

Profile Instrument Data
Instrument Model: M4612 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Instrument s/n: 291495 Cal due date: 2013-1112

Right Contact sin: P3-1 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-2nd s/n: P3-2 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-3rd s/n: P3-3 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Left Contact s/n: P3-4 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cel due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Side s/n: PR319789 Cal date: 20t3-11-12 Cal due dat: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Rear sin: PR319787 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013--11-12
1-Meter Front sin: PR319785 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-Ends s/n: P3-8 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Inspector: "- Date: '9 /-/" 7 NCR#: #:

Comments: .. 040 f..jq' 4PR...

Notes:
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TP206(B) (sin: D11828)
Radiation Profile Inspection

Front Load

Q5A GLOBAL 880 Auto-Profiler Data Form
Form F-Q-18,-11

880 Device Data

Device s/n: D11828FLF
Model: rA- tAIeJ.=a e.865C .
Shield Lot#: 1321000206
Shield Heat#: CIZS-009
Ir-192 capacity (Ci): 150 (o

Profile Source Data

Source model: 424-9
Source a/n: 99334B
Isotope: lr-192

Source actvty "t.t)0
Assay date:

Profile Process Data
Profile Date: 09 Oct 2013 Profile ID: D11828FLF 10/9(2013 12:55:49 PM
CurrentActivity (Ci): 117.7 Surface Correction (front/rear): 1.171
Capacity Correction: 1.275 oSurface corecton sldes): 1.171

Profile Results - in mR/hr
Surface Maximum Values <= 200 mRh,? 1 Meter Maximum Values <= 2 mR/fh?

Top 155.3 Y 1.0 Y
Right 164.4 Y 1.1 Y
Bottom 146.9 Y 1.2 Y
Left 150.5 Y 1.0
Front 178.4 Y 1.6 Y fq &

Rear 92.5 Y 2.0 N /'--O' A

F,-,, I •/ Rojt I I 0015At

Profile Instrument Data
Instrument Model: M4612 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Instrument s/n: 291495 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Right Contact sin: P3-1 I Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-1-'
Contact-2nd s/n: P3-2 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Contact-3rd sin: P3-3 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Left Contact s/n: P3-4 Cal data: 2013-08-12

I-Mear Side s~n: PRr319789
1-Meter Rear s/n:
1-Meter Front s/n:

Cal date: 2u132-11-1l
Cal date: 2013-08-12
Cal date 2013-08-12
Cal date: 2013-08-12Contact-Ends s/n:

Inspector. Date: (?OC,-r / NCR #:

Comments: f /- f c: f foV r 14 A 0 1-ýXAIA- Aodig ,

Notes:
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TP206(B) (s/n: D11828)
Radiation Profile Inspection

Rear Load

-GOJ
880 Auto-Profiler Data Form

Form F-Q-11816-1

De~rle, 1n
Model:R~

880 Device Data

D11828 A .-
11TA00i2oc0 8&C SC . o. v

1321800206
01 2ee-D09

150.00

Profile Source Data

Source model: 424-9

Source sin: 99334B
Isotope: Ir-192
Source actvity (Ci): 151.5
Assay data: 12 Sep 2013

Profile Process Data

Profile Data: 09 Oct 2013 Prcfile ID: D11828 10/9/2013 1:28;42 PM
CurrentActIVty (Ci): 117.7 Surface Correction (frontlrear): 1.171
Capacity Correction: 1.275 1Surface Correction (sides): 1.171

Profile Results - in mR/hr
Surface Mgxdmum Values <= 200 mR/hr? 1 Meter Maxdmum Values <= 2 mR/hr?

Top 196.4 Y 1.1 y
Right 181.9 Y 1.1 Y
Bottom 157.9 Y 1.1 Y
Left 162,5 Y 1.0 Y
Front 173,9 Y 1.2JRear 99.1 2.6 N

Accept V Red v i n

Profile Instrument Data
Instrument Model: M4612 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Instrument sln: 291495 Cal due dat: 2013-11-12

Right Contact s/n: 13-1 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-2nd sin: P3-2 Cal data: 2013-08-12 Cal due datea 2013-11-12
Contact-3rd s/n: P3-3 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due data: 2013-11-12
Left Contact a/n: P3-4 Cal date: 201308-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Side sin: PR319789 Cal data: 2013-11-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Rear s/n: PR319787 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

-Maeter Front s/n: PR319785 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due data: 2013-11-12
Contact-Ends sin: P3-8 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Inspector: Dale: !2aC7 3 NCR#: _______

Commente r:~/-- A/5 , z ~ j /

rrf,&'

Notes:
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TP206(C) (sin: D11829)
Radiation Profile Inspection

Front Load

I SA GI-OBAL

8W Auto-Profiler Data Form
Form F-Q-1816-1

880 Device Data

Device W/n: D11829FLF
Model: C-rL-P M.Aek Ka c Z
Shield LoW: 1321000206
Shield Heat#: C1286-D1l
lr-192 capaci (0o : 1:000

Profile Source Data

Source model: 424-9
Source s/n: 993348
Isotope: Ir-192
Source activity (Ci): 151.5
Assay date: 12 Se 2013

Profile Process Data
Profile Date: 09 Oct 2013 Profile ID: D11829FLF 10/9/2013 2:40:04 PM

Current Activity (C): 117.7 Surface Correction (front/rear): 1.171
Capacity Correction: 1.275 Surface Correction (sides): 1.171

_Profile Results - in mR/hr
Surface Maximum Values = 200 mRArr? 1 Meter Maximum Values 2= mR/hr?

Top' 128.0 Y 1.1 Y

rig-hi 147.5 Y 1•.1 Y

Bottom 136.8 Y 0.9 Y
Left 138.2 Y _ _.0 Y
Front 129.7 Y 1.3 Y

IRear 103.8 Y 1.8 Y

SA~ccept I R.J..t 1 t

Profile Instrument Data
Instrument Model: M4612 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Instrument sin: 291495 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Right Contact s/n: P3-1 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-2nd s/n: P3-2 Cal date: 2013-06-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-3rd s/n: P3-3 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Left Contact s/n: P3-4 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Side a/n: PR319789 Cal date: 2013-11-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Rear s/n: PR319787 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Front s/n: PR319785 Cal dale: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-Ends s/n: P3-8 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Inspector: _ _"_ - _ Date: /0)0 C,-'1 • 3 NCR#:

Comments: .. ... ..... T ex. R c- 91 a -/0

Notes:
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TP206(C) (s/n: D11829)
Radiation Profile Inspection

Rear Load

I QSA GLOBAL
880 Auto-Profiler Data Form

Form F-Q-1816-1

e8o Device Data
Device s/n: D11829RLF
Model: R tA,•&t F's cc
Shield Lot: 1321000208
Shield Heat #: C1286-D11
Ir-192 capacit (Ci): 150_00

Proftle Source Data

Source model: 424-9
Source a/n: 99334B
Isotope: Ir-1t2
Source activity (Ci): 151.5
Assay date: 12.Sp 2013

SProfte Date: Profile Process Data
10 Oct 2013 Profile ID: D11829RLF 10/10(2013 7:53:44 AM
116.6 Surface Correction (front/rear): 1.171I Current Acvity (Ci):

-Cspaoty Correction: 1.287 1 Surface Correction (sides): 1.171

Profile Results - in mR/hr
S•urface Maximum Values I<= 200 mR~hr? 1 1Meter Maximum Values I = 2mR/hr?

Too I 127.6 1 Y I 0.9 F Y
Right I 153.5 Y F Y
Bottom I 150.6 1 Y I

Letf

1 !, z '_
A eo t I I I Relct I AT otitInTfC4.

Profile Instrument Data
Instrument Model: M4512 Cal date: 2013-08-12
Instrument s/n: 291495 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Right Contact s/n: P3-1 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cat due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-2nd s/n: P3-2 Caldate: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-3rtl sin: P3-3 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Left Contact sin: P3-4 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Side s/n: PR319789 Cal date: 2013-11-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Rearsin: PR319787 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
1-Meter Front s/n: PR319765 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12
Contact-Ends s/n: P3-8 Cal date: 2013-08-12 Cal due date: 2013-11-12

Inspector. Date: /0 co1" 3 NCRO#:

Comments: A i . : -.. .. . - . ... .10 ..

Notes:
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Appendix C: Test Data Worksheets
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Drop & Puncture Test Equipment List

Test: Of M\ t)-D P AC' - N Ac~
..es.ri ..on, k,'ýt th I..• .a, , At ain spe tion -

'~Mark NA WhenVn6t'used. ~ Sra irb Iprtor -

Test Specimen, Drawing No. ",o 6 (06

Drop Surface, Drawing No.

* Puncture Billet, Drawing No. /IA/A I 1A

Recoid-any additional tools-.used toIfafifltate6 tlie, test and attactehappopraitespectin n report orU
clbtincertificates.:•"."','.! •:•".' '.''"'•":.'".' .• ;•'• " ' ?•••':":••"",•';.::;,''••".='' :"°:'.•': :".::.x...::'i. •.•. ' ":""''' ..}F;•"-."'...•.:Ž:•":'

4. J

+

4-

+

4.

4 +

4 -I-

4 4.

Signature jPrnt Ný,me Dae

Completed by:

Verified by:0a-r'
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Drop & Puncture Test Checklist

Test:

Test Location: OP- +k D P-A4

.Step Vit.~ Dat sMau ig,

1, Record test specimen serial number:

2, Record the test specimen weight: 4 . / / '

3, Record the ambient temperature (°C): 2Z , 5 FA1G Z 0.o

4. Record set-up orientation figure: 6 -7 L.

5. Verify set-up orientation and drop height.

6. Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

7. Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

8. Release the test specimen.

9. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved.
,I-

10. Record the damage to the test specimen on a separate sheet and attach.

11. Engineering, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance make a preliminary assessment relative to 10 CFR
71. Record the assessment on a separate sheet and attach.

7
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Drop & Puncture Test Data Sheet

Test Unit Model/Serial No.: Tcst:-,0 C-EP Z,,o 6A/ 11.3 -7 '1 Arl e..4t.,, 4Aa••.•-i1 c-.
Test Date: Test Time:

Z 0 c/r 13 /0: 6A,-,
Describe drop orientation and drop height:

Describe impact (location, rotation, etc.):

Describe on-site inspection (damage, broken parts, etc.):I~ ~A S + 14-,t,.d C110 1..,.~4,, a
'Tio PV1'* AP.'-'"-5  sc.4C,., Wi4•., ',,s,•.... ,

On-site test assessment: .. Ct , , , s ,Id s- pos;,~.

&IAsA, S ,, .IAV"A ,q,( I f Ajr.-t14 ^ e,° q. F^17 , 1 ,~- ;

Engineering;°,ý .. €tr Regulatory: T:.-€ - 0y•_/.kV CA 4b-• ..• /JO

Describe apfpost-test disassembly and inspection: #ld .Ir"_/7 r

Describe any change in source position:

S(f5k+ Ct,'~r c/4'c AI I/a ~ ~ w

Describe results of radiography:

CIIA

T 4h, J ,4L hH 4Sý±

Completed by: IDate: Vo '-? /,7
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Drop & Puncture Test Equipment List

Test: , 2 - c.

Desr~iption-, IEnter ih AMocne and ~At 4e'1ita specton-
*Mark N'A when not lused. Slerial Number,,, Report or

Test Specimen, Drawing No. "7Pz 0o6 (6 J

Drop Surface, Drawing No. -70o-7 " 0 O
Puncture Billet, Drawing No. /A/,

.any• a t 6on used to ff~iiitate the test~and attach tlie p'propiiatesection report or
Aawi'rkion certificates. -- '-

Si!haýre 'Ornt ae Dt

Completed by: oz 6c773
Verified by: 

t4-?k2 ý Mr1

__._. _________.". _________." . ___.." __..____.__"_____._.,,_:.___.,_..__ O?....C.",..'VI. ".3i :.! ?;. :.,• ?•:::.• ,L...:..?"L •/.::.s. " ...'::'.: :,."..7.;i lbrii n e tfca e . . :;': ,.:,,:.. ••-,.:; :"-M P. . __.__.___".-.._;...___.__.._.___::•v••.•.".,,' ?? .:,',• :. •:• •..,.,::. , .:::•..
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Drop & Puncture Test Checklist

Test: -

Test Location: 1 NoL-41• D L,• RP,
St~~~p~1 7.DtaMeasurg

Instrument.
1. Record test specimen serial number:

2. Record the test specimen weight: D I i b7"7

3. Record the ambient temperature (OC): 2

4. Record set-up orientation figure: t . .I

5. Verify set-up orientation and drop height. ID I ,,

6. Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

7. Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

8. Release the test specimen.

9. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved.
L",,

10. Record the damage to the test specimen on a separate sheet and attach.

11. Engineering, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance make a preliminary assessment relative to 10 CFR
71. Record the assessment on a separate sheet and attach.

-Test..wtnessed y Sgnature) . . , i ...y, i. :"Date

Engineering:

Regulatory Affairs -6Zi

Quality Assuran .- "

6'
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Drop & Puncture Test Data Sheet

Test Unit Model/Serial No.'N Test:

Test Date: Test Time:
a act \b l-S4- .

Describe drop orientation and drop height:

Describe impact (location, rotation, etc.):

VOA IPIA,-&J. AJb R-044" - 0 1e-A we O~ L C[ £u S+

Describe on-site inspection (damage, broken parts, etc.):

On-site test assessment:

Engineering-;4;7_ ,. (3 Regulatory: ? ,- f. QA:/A'•=--J. 3I ' , 3
Describe anr4post-test disassembly and inspection: N 0 I C_ v '

ý-esý 4.14-S lq'e M Ck-r2-

Describe any change in source position:
A10 'v k-

Describe results of radiography:

TAJ'so 7 •R-4o qeL'~ •"- "J 1AI 44a °'Pcj.Ar-Ax 'e$4

Completed by: /yl--- I Date: .74 GCV- /I
Comple y ,.D - _ 0
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Drop & Puncture Test Equipment List

Test: 3 -

DescFripton. Eber Aiie M~e'ad AtifisetI I 
oB e* Mark, NA whe:n not used; Serial Number Repoftl or

...........................Calibration
___________________________________________ certificibe

Test Specimen, Drawing No. "P2O• (C..

Drop Surface, Drawing No.

• Puncture Billet, Drawing No. . . . . _i/A

#Record..any addlonal, tools used .to fachate the..tesnifattach tlie ap~proprPate Inspection repot or,.'..v a..l:..i,... .... ' .. ..a..t.. , -,,on c..e-.- -.r.-.t."-i.f. ., ..i.c. a.t:. ....--- ¢....• -.s..: ...
.,t.: •....,...,..•.. ., •..... .I.-..,. ,.... \.. '-.., •.,. •.,.. :... , . ,:.,',, •''..'. \. •, .,.:,.. ... • .,...,,, :..•., .• . .. ••'

I. I

t ±

1 4

+

+

SJgiature d . 'it aeDt

Completed by: A e - .6 2 - e-x -a

Verified by:

i• ] :a e .:' i~ i :i: ;.!.i.i !•i! !!ii'i. j(.ii!il;i:.p i .JV•:i.:'.i!!iii: :..i. i..~• i'.ii.! iii. ' jb 4 : : •': n . ,i~ .i.., o.: . -: O C"D • i"i, 13 i ...! ..: :".>.:
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Drop & Puncture Test Checklist

Test: .... . .A .

Test Location: 40 /ýo-- 4k • ?AJ

~S~p ata 'eas'urfig,

1. Record test specimen serial number:

2. Record the test specimen weight: so8 i" / 0 lb K

3. Record the ambient temperature (°C): 2 t CA - 2_.o

4. Record set-up orientation figure: • ,7.4

5. Verify set-up orientation and drop height.

6. Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

7. Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

8. Release the test specimen.

9. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation ecified in the plan has been achieved.

10. Record the damage to the test specimen on a separate sheet and attach.

11. Engineering, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance make a preliminary assessment relative to 10 CFR
71. Record the assessment on a separate sheet and attach.
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Drop & Puncture Test Data Sheet

Test Unit Model/Serial No.: # Test:
8 sC- T-e2o, (c8 •!oiIz. ?14 M D a.,n,,, - H-A c.-
Test Date: Test Time:a oar3- (0-io 0o 4v"
Describe drop orientation and drop height:

Describe impact (location, rotation, etc.):

Describe on-site inspection (damage, broken parts, etc.):

On-site test assessment:

Engineeringw/• . , z . 2.. QA:
Describe aný post-test disassembly and inspection: /

Describe any change in source position:

No/L/C
Describe results of radiography:

Completed by: I Date: /4,roC 7- f
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Drop & Puncture Test Equipment List

Test: U ,-ý k

* Mark NA. wh.en not used. -SeriaNunber Reprioert" : i: or,

66n~ibtion

Test Specimen, Drawing No. "TP z. C6AI

Drop Surface, Drawing No.

* Puncture Billet, Drawing No.

'Recordýany adltlonal tools used tofaUiitate.tlhetestadatt•.eaN op t o re
cairation ce iica es.-1

4

i 4

Sintre -- RrntNime aa~

Completed by: . .

Verified by:
_____ _____ _____ ____ _____ $'~- ni& - ;L (
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Drop & Puncture Test Checklist

Test: t 1 -/ c

Test Location: 4/0• Tt '?PA 4
St~ip .•' Da|7 "•••fil T ta Mlasuir, ng

1. Record test specimen serial number:
P~119z I

2. Record the test specimen weight: &, OiO

3. Record the ambient temperature (°C): 2 5,3 1

4. Record set-up orientation figure: -Stv$.f A4,,n f" 4V A

5. Verify set-up orientation and drop height. - $ 4-

6. Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

7. Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

8. Release the test specimen.

9. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved.

10. Record the damage to the test specimen on a separate sheet and attach.

11. Engineering, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance make a preliminary assessment relative to 10 CFR
71. Record the assessment on a separate sheet and attach.

f . I..witnessed byd (Sgnature) e .:. Pri-t Name' bate

Engineering: 
2 cT /3

Regulatory Aga * ________

Quality As ce_ __ _

7
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Drop & Puncture Test Data Sheet

Test Unit Model/Serial No - Test:

Test Date: Test Time:
2 0 Cr 2_' 2Zo PA~ ~

Describe drop orientation and drop height:

Describe impact (location, rotation, etc.):

c"e- ,-,",RA,- ;-'r a• /.k1 4L, ,4w. P-4 ,•,Z c.,k .,;t.

Describe on-site inspection (damage, broken parts, etc.):

On-site test assessment:

So ý. tL C-4- CL.~pIc &

7Eoi Z!oQ.

Engineering: 4/•-" alrti egulatory:.•o-t•--. ao, A / -• • ! O '

Describe anyhost-test disassembly and inspection: /.

'Tk, loc.k I c A'- dASJ A?, ?,CC/ Cl,,,:, 7-ke_ 9,1" X-t"

) -
Describe any change in source position:

.S I t5 CA 4 c *,,, ?* Zt k 30 ' ky~o,
6ArkwAs Nwt1-sA4

Describe results of radiography:

5e te -A 1L S'. -. 1\

- AAC- 1AC c1. cI ~A S 2J evi f/iha-

Completed by: I Date: 1,4, AJ a.v /3
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Drop & Puncture Test Equipment List

Test: -

Desri~ption 4 ne h ~e n 'tc isec ion
'M rk NAwh n not used: Serial Nu'inr keporti or

,C libation.
____________________________________ eiiicate .,-

Test Specimen, Drawing No. -Pz o6 C 06

Drop Surface, Drawing No.

* Puncture Billet, Drawing No.

Record~aiiy addiional 91tods us~ed to fa iýC`146 te te atc'ha~orae'nsjpediqn report or
cali.FratlO.n certr.lctes.

-I. I

+ 4

+ 4

.4-

+

& -I.

t -I.

4 4

Si~hati~e I~int Name Dt

Completed by:, c 2

Verified by: OC ¶

;..• ;-:; A. L A... & ,.. W a .. C. , . •...•..•,...,•,.. :••,.. ,:,..>.,.•..:....,..., ... ,.:... . ,
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Drop & Puncture Test Checklist

Test:

Test Location: LI o TA

Data Meariiffi ng

1. Record test specimen serial number:

2. Record the test specimen weight: , E. " ,../ o [ 13

3. Record the ambient temperature (°C): f - Z 0

4. Record set-up orientation figure: pe " -

5. Verify set-up orientation and drop height. .-

6. Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

7. Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

8. Release the test specimen.

9. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved.

10. Record the damage to the test specimen on a separate sheet and attach.

11. Engineering, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance make a preliminary assessment relative to 10 CFR
71. Record the assessment on a separate sheet and attach.

:, . -. i ., r

/1
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Drop & Puncture Test Data Sheet

Test Unit Model/Serial No -Test: L•~ -nzr8 ! , 8 ly iz,, 7- W A c
Test Date: Test Time:

Z ocT- Z-'. ?A -
Describe drop orientation and drop height.:'• •; i•.••: Tes% + I~t,,•

Describe impact (location, rotation, etc.):

Describe on-site inspection (damage, broken parts, etc.):

On-site test assessment:

fos-,t 4,; %J.

E ngineering~~ o& L. c?(3 Regu lato ry: t-LQA
Describe a4 post-test disassembly and ins ection: .

wpt, S, te.•,-,,,d A, I (. 4 & ý..k -s 1d- ,, ,€• ~' •,.d

Describe any change in source position:

Describe results of radiography:

2-. v 3 . "A 4

Com leted by' _F:!Date: 46- 6C
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Drop & Puncture Test Equipment List

Test: 3 - I~ ._ _ _

Descrijitioi lkeiiter*1 ModeF and' AtacTso~tibo
*Mark'NA Wn not used;ý SOrial Nuir ieorto

. ~Calibratio~n-

Test Specimen, Drawing No. aT~ f1

Drop Surface, Drawing No.

* Puncture Billet, Drawing No. . -ý

cord~anyladiiiinI too sed to fli test teeteptgt apronprtteaispetn" epr ora '
Calibration ceitifiactes. - --

4 4

4 4

-4- 4

1- 4

-4- 4

I. .1

4 4-

4 .4-

...... 1 .,:=• '= . . . ; . .. .. .... . . . .. . ... ..... . .. .. .. . . .... . .P , r m :N m e . ; • " ý. -: . , .5' t ::5=i i::. • {.I T.i :!i:!iý ;fF '.--- S, ..gSi4ature :.Rnt: Name bate

Completed by: F-__ _ _ _02

Verified by: A LN ,& C-O-

I
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Drop & Puncture Test Checklist

Test: 3I

Test Location: '/5 ,J -+L o 2 g

1. Record test specimen serial number: ~T 2O (C-

2. Record the test specimen weight: 4 . 0 57i1 f'( e
3. Record the ambient temperature (°C): 2 5 &Z KA16 - ZO

4. Record set-up orientation figure:

S. Verify set-up orientation and drop height. -4

6. Photograph set-up in at least two perpendicular planes.

7. Begin video recording of the test so that impact is recorded.

8. Release the test specimen.

9. Stop the video recorder. Ensure the point of impact and orientation specified in the plan has been achieved.

10. Record the damage to the test specimen on a separate sheet and attach.

11. Engineering, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance make a preliminary assessment relative to 10 CFR
71. Record the assessment on a separate sheet and attach.

'T ~teself i~(Signature) 04~i N' m

Engineering: 1/'. 62 dc fý,

Regulatory Affair

Quality Assurance:

7
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Drop & Puncture Test Data Sheet

Test Unit Model/Serial No Test:89o5c-'r, oC ac! t • •P,..+,,¢,-. 3i- H(_A
Test Date; Test Time:2 o • "r 1 3 . 3 : P x
Describe drop orientation and drop height:

Describe impact (location, rotation, etc.):

Describe on-site inspection (damage, broken parts, etc.):

On-site test assessment:

Engineerinw"•--- .. A..7e,3 Regulatory; -a.,_ r11. z,,v. QA: ,< , & /6 ;.b 't?

Describe avp post-test disassembly and inspection:

Describe any change in source position:

Describe results of radiography:

Ve,~~ 3z./ I e e §r

Completed by7', ./€'- I Date: / ac7-13

V.
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Section 3 - THERMAL EVALUATION

3.1 Description of Thermal Design

The Model 880 Series transport packages are completely passive thermal devices having no
mechanical cooling system or relief valves. The exterior surface finish of the package is light
silvery stainless steel having an absorptivity of about 0.44, or a reflectivity of 0.56. Cooling of
the package is through free convection and radiation. There are no specific cooling or insulating
design features. Pressure relief of the container weldment is only necessary during the thermal
test and is provided by the holes in both the rear and front end plates which will vent to
atmosphere.

3.1.1 Design Features

The Model 880 Series transport packages are described in Section 1. The thin walls of the steel
weldment exhibit almost no thermal gradient. During a fire test, the exterior steel weldment will
very quickly heat to a uniform temperature, eliminating stresses induced by thermal differentials
within the material. Further, the steel weldment will move and flex easily, thus relieving any
thermal expansion stress without rupture.

The containers use depleted uranium shielding. The depleted uranium is fully enclosed in the
welded steel structure and endplates which are attached by screws. This construction prevents
oxidation by severely limiting oxygen firom reaching the depleted uranium shield.

3.1.2 Decay Heat of Contents

The maximum activity for this package is 150 Ci of Ir-192. Accounting for source absorption,
this equals a maximum content activity of 345 Ci of Ir-192. The corresponding decay heat
generation rate for the content activity is approximately 3 Watts (See Table 1.2.B).

3.1.3 Summary Tables of Temperatures

Table 3.1.A: Summary Table of Temperatures
Temperature Model 880 Series Package Comments

Condition

Insolation (38'C in full sun) 65.4-C (149.6-F) Section 3.4.1.1
Decay Heating (38°C in shade) 47°C (I 17°F) Section 3.4.1.2
Fire Test During & Maximum Post-Fire Test 800°C (1,472 0 F)

3.1.4 Summary Tables of Maximum Pressures

All package components are vented to atmosphere. As such, no pressure will build up in these
components under either Normal or Hypothetical Accident conditions. Normal operating
conditions will generate negligible pressure differential within the package. The package has the
ability to withstand elevated atmospheric pressure because all components, except the special
form source, are open to the atmosphere.
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Any pressure generated within the special form source is significantly below that which would be
generated during the Hypothetical Accident Conditions thermal test, which is shown in Sections
2.7.4.3 and 3.4.1.4 to result in no loss of structural integrity or containment.

Table 3.1.B: Summary Table of Maximum Pressures
Normal Conditions Fire Conditions

Package Void Volume in3  880C (190 0F) 8000C (1,472 0 F) Comments
Pressure Developed Pressure Developed

880 Series 0 0 psig 0 psig

3.2 Material Properties and Component Specifications

3.2.1 Material Properties

Table 3.2.A lists the relevant thermal properties of the important materials in the transport
package. The sources referred to in the last column are listed below the table.

Table 3.2.A: Thermal Properties of Principal Transport Package Materials
Material Density Melting/Combustion Thermal Expansion' Source

(lb/in') Temperature
Depleted 0.68 1,130°C 8jiin/in0F Reference #1, p. 6-
Uranium (2,066OF) I 1 and Reference #2

Steel (nominal) 0.28 1,510°C 6. i/OF Reference # 1, p.
(2,750OF) 6-7 and 6-11

Stainless Steel- 0.29 1,400-1,450°C 9.9[tin/in0 F Reference #1, p.
Type 304L (2,550-2,6400F) 6-11

Tungsten 0.70 3,370°C 24 i/*F Reference #1, p.
(6,098OF) 6-51

Titanium 0.16 1,500 - 1,700 0C
(2,732 - 3,092-F) 11im/m°K Reference #4

'Note that the thennal expansions of the materials in this table are temperature dependent.

Resource references:

1. Eugene A. Avallone and Theodore Baumeister IIl, Mark's Standard Handbook for
Mechanical Engineers, Tenth Edition, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1996.

2. Lowenstein, Paul. Industrial Uses of Depleted Uranium. American Society for Metals.
Metals Handbook, Volume 3, Ninth Edition.

3. Metals Handbook. American Society for Metals, 8th Edition.

4. ASM Material Properties Handbook Titanium Alloys, ed. Rodney Boyer, Gerhard Welsch,
E.W. Collings, 1994.

3.2.2 Component Specifications

All components are specified and described on the descriptive drawings included in Appendix
1.3.
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3.3 General Considerations

3.3.1 Evaluation by Analysis

Evaluations by analysis are described in the section they apply to in this Safety Analysis Report
or when applicable in the Test Plans contained in Appendix 2.12.

3.3.2 Evaluation by Test

Evaluations by direct testing are documented in the Test Plans contained in Appendix 2.12 or are
described in the section they apply to in this Safety Analysis Report.

3.4 Thermal Evaluation Under Normal Conditions of Transport

3.4.1 Heat and Cold

3.4.1.1 Insolation and Decay Heat

This analysis determines the maximum surface temperature produced by solar heating of the
transport package surface in accordance with 10 CFR 71.71 (c)(1 ) and Table XI of IAEA TS-
R- I.

The following design analysis calculates the steady state surface temperature of a cylindrical
package subjected to insolation and self-heat. The analysis is based on recognized heat
transfer theory and specifically, that the total heat input due to the self-heat of the radioactive
contents and the insolation energy absorbed must balance the heat loss due to convection and
emitted radiation from the package surface.

L 0

Figure 3.4.A: Model of Cylindrical Package for Heat Analysis

The package is evaluated in the orientation shown in Figure 3.4a, which also defines the
overall package dimensions. In order to assure conservatism, the following assumptions are
made:

a. Basic Input Parameters:

Max Content Activity, A = 345 Ci of lr-192 (150 Ci x 2.3 for self absorption)
The surface finish of the package is light silvery grade 304 stainless steel
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Length of Package, L = 0.33 m
Diameter of Package, = 0. 127 m

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, a = 5.669 x 10- W/m 2K4

By Kirchhoffs Law Emissivity, E; = Absorptivity, cx = 0.44
(Ref Heat Transmission, 3rd Edition - McAdams)

Ambient Temperature, TA = 311 'K
Area of cylinder ends, ACE= 0.025 in2

Total Area of curved surfaces, Acs = 0.132 m2

Decay Heat Input QDT= 3 W

The transport package is assumed to undergo free radiative heat transfer from the top and
sides.

b. The transport package is assumed to undergo free convective heat transfer from the top,
sides and bottom.

c. To maximize the temperature of the stainless steel cylinder surface temperature, the
inside transport package faces are considered perfectly insulated so there is no
conduction into the transport package. In use, the inside transport package will act as a
heat sink during daylight hours and a heat source during the night, but this will be
ignored for this calculation.

d. The transport package is approximated as a right cylinder with dimensions, 5 inches
(0.13 in) in diameter and 13 inches (0.33m) long (approximation of the solid length of
the cylinder).

e. The surfaces of the transport package are assumed to be solid. The faces are considered
to be sufficiently thin so that no temperature gradients exist in the faces.

f. The worst case decay heat load (3 Watts) is added to the solar heat input load.

The following heat calculations are based on the steady-state equilibrium relationship
between the heat gained by the package and the heat lost.

Heat Input, QIN = Heat Output, QOUT in the steady-state.

QIN Solar Heat Input + Decay Heat
QouT = Heat loss by Radiation and Convection
QIE = Heat input due to insolation falling on ends
Qic = Heat input due to insolation on curved surfaces,

Solar Heat Input = cx(QIE + QIc), where cc is the absorptivity

The solar heat input is the combined solar heating of the top horizontal surface and the
vertical side surface. The insolation data, provided in 10 CFR 71.71(c)(1), is found in Table
3.4.A.
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Table 3.4.A: Insolation Data
Surface Insolation for a 12 hour period

(g-cal/cm 2 or W/m 2)
Horizontal base None

Other horizontal flat surfaces 800
Non-horizontal flat surfaces 200

Curved surfaces 400

Practically all solid materials used in engineering are opaque to thermal radiation (even glass
is only transparent to a fairly narrow range of wavelengths), and thermal radiation is in fact
either reflected or absorbed within a very shallow depth of matter. Thus for solids it is
possible to neglect transmissivity and write:

reflectivity, p + absorptivity, a I

i.e., the sum of the radiation reflected and absorbed by the material is equal to the total
incident energy. Since the reflected energy does not contribute to the heat energy contained
within the system, or package, it is not necessary to consider it in the analysis. However, the
absorptivity of the material is the fraction of the total incident energy entering the system,
which in this case is the heat input due to insolation.

Heat input due to insolation falling on ends, QIE = 200 W/m 2xAcE = 5 W
Heat input due to insolation on curved surfaces, Qic = 400 W/m 2xAcs =52.8 W

In the case of a cylindrical package standing on the ground, the top surface can radiate freely
to the surroundings assumed to be effectively at ambient temperature. For the vertical
surface, the upper 900 of azimuth can radiate freely to the surrounding air in the same way as
the top surfaces. However, some radiation emitted in the lower 90' will be intercepted by the
ground and vice versa. Owing to the complex nature of radiation interchange, and allowing
for this asymmetrical characteristic, a geometrical factor g is assumed in the following
analysis.

For curved surfaces, gc = 0.5
For vertical surfaces, g, = 0.5

Radiation heat transfer from curved surfaces,

QRC = gc,6Acs{Tw4 - TA4 } = 1 .54x 10-9{Tw4 
- TA4}

Radiation heat transfer from end surface,

QRE =g~cyEA ET 4 T 4
1 = 3.12x01010 T W4-T4}
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Heat transfer by convection is complex as it represents a dynamic process involving fluid
flow. Newton introduced a quantity known as the "heat transfer coefficient" represented by
the symbol, h. From Newton's Law of cooling due to heat loss by convection:

Qc = hA[Tw-TA]

Consider the curved surface of the cylinder:

Cylindrical Surface Convection, Qcc = HcAcs[Tw-TA]

Where the free convection coefficient, Hc = 1.32 {(I/4)"a(Tw-TA)" 4} (Ref 1)

Therefore, Qcc = 0.27(Tw-TA)51/4

Considering the vertical surfaces of the cylinder:

Vertical End Surface Convection, QCE= HSACE{Tw-TA}

Where the free convection coefficient, Hs= 1.42{( l/4)'/4(Tw-TA)" 4} (Ref. 1)

Therefore, QCE = 0.06 (Tw-TA). 25

Total Heat Input, QIN = cL(QIE + Qic) + QDT = 28.4 W

Total Heat Output, QOUT = (QRC + QPE) + (Qcc + QCE)

28.4W = 1.86x 10 9 {Tw4 -(311) 4} + 3.34x 10-1(Tw - (31 1))1-25

Iteration of this relationship yields a maximum wall temperature (Tw) of 65.4'C (149.7'F).
This temperature would constitute the most onerous Normal Transport thermal condition.
Based on the package materials of construction, this temperature will not be sufficient to
adversely affect the package containment or shielding integrity since the melting
temperatures of all safety critical components are well above this temperature. It is
therefore concluded that the Model 880 Series transport package will maintain its structural
integrity and shielding effectiveness under the normal transport heat condition.

3.4.1.2 Still Air (shaded) Decay Heating

This analysis calculates the maximum surface temperature of the Model 880 Series
Transport package in the shade (i.e., no insolation effects), assuming an ambient
temperature of 38'C (100'F), per 10 CFR 71.43(g).

The same assumptions from Section 3.4.1.1 are used. The following heat calculations are
based on the steady-state equilibrium relationship between the heat gained by the package
and the heat lost.
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Heat Input, QIN = Heat Output, QOUT and QIN = Decay Heat = 3 Watts

QOUT = Heat loss by Convection

Heat transfer by convection is complex as it represents a dynamic process involving fluid
flow. Newton introduced a quantity known as the "heat transfer coefficient" represented by
the symbol, h. From Newton's Law of cooling due to heat loss by convection:

Qc = hA[Tw-TA] (W)

Considering the curved surface of the cylinder:

Cylindrical Surface Convection, Qcc = HcAcs[Tw-TA]

Where the free convection coefficient, Hc = 1.321{(1/b)l/4 (Tw-TA)1/ 4}
(Ref. I Section 3.4.1.2)

Therefore, Qcc = 0.27 (Tw-TA)' 25

Considering the vertical surfaces of the cylinder:

Vertical End Surface Convection, QCE = HsACE{Tw-TA}

Where the free convection coefficient, Hs = 1.421{(1/4)"/4 (Tw-TA)1 4}
(Ref I Section 3.4.1.2)

Therefore, QCE = 0.06x(Tw-TA)' 25

Total Heat Input, QIN = QDT = 3 W

Total Heat Output, QouT = (Qcc + QCE) = 3.34x 10-'(Tw - TA)1 25

Since Heat Input, QIN = Heat Output, QOUT, in the steady state.

3 W = 3.34x1I0'(Tw - TA). 25

Solving for Tw, Tw = TA+[3/(3.34x I0-')]°8 = 320 0K

Therefore, a maximum wall temperature (Tw) of 47°C (1171F), which is less than the
maximum 50'C (122°F) allowed by 10 CFR 71.43(g).
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3.4.1.3 Cold Effected Materials

An ambient air temperature of-40 F in still air and shade has no effect on the safety of
the package. The safety materials: stainless steel, titanium, tungsten and depleted
uranium retain their mechanical properties at this temperature. Thus, it is concluded that
the Model 880 transport package will withstand the normal transport cold condition.

3.4.1.4 Model 880 Series Series Type B(U) Source Capsule Thermal Analysis

This analysis demonstrates that the pressure inside the Model 880 Series source capsule,
when subjected to the Hypothetical Accident Conditions of Transport thermal test, does
not exceed the pressure which corresponds to the minimum yield strength at the thermal
test temperature.

The source capsules used in the 880 Series are all special form tested and approved. The
thermal test for special form capsules involves heating the capsules at 800'C for at least
10 minutes and allowing the capsules to cool afterwards. Test capsules are tested for
leak tightness after this test and must pass intact in order to achieve special form status.

Special form capsules are also brought up to the 800'C temperature and allowed to cool
prior to integrity testing. The special form capsules serve as the primary containment for
the radioactive material and they demonstrate their ability to retain integrity at 800'C.
Therefore it is concluded that the container and contents meet the requirements of this
section.

3.4.2 Temperatures Resulting in Maximum Thermal Stresses

The temperature and pressure variations described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 will not adversely
affect the transport package during normal transport since the melting temperatures of all safety
critical components are well above these temperatures and the package will experience no
pressures sufficient to cause package failure. It its therefore concluded that the Model 880 Series
transport packages will maintain their structural integrity and shielding effectiveness under the
normal transport thermal stress conditions.

3.4.3 Maximum Normal Operating Pressure

All 880 Series components are vented to the atmosphere. As such, pressure will not build up in
the packages during Normal Transport conditions. Containers will exhibit a pressure differential
of 0 psi as they are vented to the atmosphere with no means for creating a pressure differential.
No other contributing gas sources are present.
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3.5 Thermal Evaluation Under Hypothetical Accident Conditions

3.5.1 Initial Conditions

The thermal test was not performed. Rather, an assessment was performed to demonstrate that
the thermal test would not create sufficient additional damage to the package that would cause it
to fail final profile criteria.

Consideration of the principle materials of manufacture and their melting points indicates that
they would not fail and shielding integrity would not be significantly degraded. (See Table
2.2.A)

Damage to the outer containment, increasing the potential for oxygen ingress to the shield, by a
build up of pressure within the assembly through the pyrolization of the foam, or expansion of a
trapped volume of air is not possible. The package is vented to atmosphere through both the front
and rear end plates. These vents will relieve any internal generation or expansion of gases
created by the elevated temperatures.

Damage incurred during the drop testing (4 foot, 30 foot and puncture) was minimal, consisting
of insignificant deformation of the shell, lock mounting block and dust cover, slight bowing of
the end plates and loss of two lock plate bolts. None of the damage increased, or created any
new, significant pathways for the ingress of oxygen. Oxygen ingress has been shown empirically
to be the primary contributing factor in the oxidation of depleted uranium shields during thermal
testing (see Section 2.7.4.5.b).

3.5.2 Fire Test Conditions

Without the possibility of gross oxidation, and subsequent destruction of the shield, thermal
failure is then predicated on mechanical degradation of the packages' support structure. The
Model 880 is predominately of welded stainless steel construction. A similar type of construction
was analyzed for the Model 865 (Certificate of Compliance number 9165). The thermal analysis
for the Model 865 is part of the documentation referenced for that package under the USNRC
Certificate of Compliance USA/9165/B(U). It showed that the thermal gradients that occur
during temperature ramp-up (especially within the first 3 minutes) do not create undue stresses
on the structure of the device (-4-5% strain).

In addition, the effect of structural yielding under self-weight at temperature caused by the
degradation of mechanical properties of the materials of construction was insignificant. Areas
examined were:

a. Tear-out of the shield support pin from the support bracket with the device in a vertical
position (see Section 2.7.4.5.c(1)).

b. Cracking of the depleted uranium (DU) around the titanium support pin due to
differential expansion (see Section 2.7.4.5.c(2)).

c. De-attachment of the rear lock assembly due to failure of the three- (3) remaining
security screws (see Section 2.7.4.5.c(3)).
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Based on the previous empirical data and analyses, we conclude that oxidation of the shield will
not occur, the structural integrity of the package will remain intact and the containment of the
source will not be affected. As such, the Model 880 would pass the thermal test without
exceeding the final profile criteria.

3.5.3 Maximum Temperatures and Pressure

See Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. All 880 Series components are vented to the atmosphere. The
packages are vented to atmosphere through both the front and rear end plates. These vents will
relieve any internal generation or expansion of gases created by the elevated temperatures. As
such, pressure will not build up in the packages during Hypothetical Accident Transport
conditions. Containers will exhibit a pressure differential of 0 psi as they are vented to the
atmosphere with no means for creating a pressure differential. No other contributing gas sources
are present.

3.5.4 Temperatures Resulting in Maximum Thermal Stresses

The temperature and pressure variations described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 will not adversely
affect the transport package during normal transport since the melting temperatures of all safety
critical components are well above these temperatures and the package will experience no
pressures sufficient to cause package failure. It is therefore concluded that the Model 880 Series
transport package will maintain its structural integrity and shielding effectiveness under the
hypothetical accident condition transport thermal stress conditions.

3.5.5 Fuel/Cladding Temperatures for Spent Nuclear Fuel

Not applicable. This package is not used for transport of spent nuclear fuel.

3.5.6 Accident Conditions for Fissile Material Packages for Air Transport

Not applicable. This package is not used for transport of Type B quantities of fissile material.

3.6 Appendix

Not Applicable.
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Section 4 - CONTAINMENT

4.1 Description of the Containment System

The containment system consists of the Model 880 Series transport package and the radioactive
source capsule. This source capsule shall be qualified as Special Form radioactive material
under 49 CFR 173 and IAEA TS-R-1.

4.1.1 Special Requirements for Damaged Spent Nuclear Fuel

Not applicable. This package is not used for the transport of spent nuclear fuel.

4.2 Containment Under Normal Conditions of Transport

As demonstrated in the Test Plan Reports and supported by assessments when applicable
(Section 2.12), performance of the normal conditions of transport testing caused no breach of the
source capsules contained in the package. The source capsules used in conjunction with the
transport package have satisfied the requirements for the special form radioactive material as
prescribed in 10 CFR 71.75, 49 CFR 173.469 and IAEA TS-R-1. There will be no release of
radioactive material under the Normal Conditions of Transport.

The normal conditions of transport criteria listed in 10 CFR 71.71 will result in no loss of
transport package containment as prescribed in 10 CFR 71.5 1 (a)(1). This conclusion is based on
information presented in Sections 2 and 3.

4.3 Containment Under Hypothetical Accident Condition

The hypothetical accident conditions outlined in 10 CFR 71.73 will result in no loss of transport
package containment. This conclusion is based on information presented in Section 2.7 and
Section 3.5 which show that the transport package meets the containment requirements of 10
CFR 71.51 (a)(2).

4.4 Leakage Rate Tests for Type B Packages

The primary containment for the radioactive material in the Model 880 Series Transport
Packages are the radioactive source capsules. All source capsules authorized for Type B
transport in the Model 880 Series are certified as special form radioactive material under 10 CFR
Part 71, 49 CFR Part 173 and IAEA TS-R-I. After manufacture, and again once every six
months thereafter prior to transport, the source capsules are leak tested in accordance with
IS09978:1992(E) (or more recent editions) to ensure that containment of the source does not
allow release of more than 0.005 gCi of radioactive material. These fabrication and periodic
tests ensure that contamination release from the package does not exceed the regulatory limits.

Reference IS09978:1992(E) - Radiation Protection - Sealed Radioactive Sources - Leakage
Test Methods.
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Section 5 - SHIELDING EVALUATION

5.1 Description of Shielding Design

5.1.1 Design Features

The principal shielding in the Model 880 Series transport package is the depleted uranium shield
assembly. The shielding is cast as one piece and is essentially enclosed by stainless steel.
Dimensional information for the individual shield containers is contained in the shield drawings
(See Appendix 1.3).

5.1.2 Summary Table of Maximum Radiation Levels

Tables 5.1 .A and 5.1 .B include worst case radiation profile data obtained from the 880
Series packages that were tested to the Normal and Hypothetical Accident Conditions of
Transport under Test Plans 108 and 186 (see Section 2.12). Tables 5.1 .F and 5.1.G
include worst case radiation profile data obtained from the 880SC packages that were
tested to the Normal and Hypothetical Accident Conditions of Transport under Test
Plans 206 (see Section 2.12).

Table 5.1.A: Model 880 Delta sn TP186A Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extrapolated to Capacity of 150 Ci Ir-192 (Non-Exclusive Use) and Hypothetical Accident

Transport Condition Testing3

Normal Conditions of Package Surface mSv/h (mrem/hr)2  1 Meter from Package Surface mSv/h
Transport (mrem/h) 2

Radiation Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Gamma 1.68 (168) 1.83 (183) 0.98 (98) 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 1.68 (168) 1.83 (183) 0.98 (98) 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
10 CFR 71.47(a) or 2(200) 2(200) 2(200) 0.1 (10)1 0.1 (10)' 0.1 (10)'
Paragraphs 530 and
531 of TS-R-1 Limit
Hypothetical Accident Conditions

Gamma 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
Neutron NA NA NA

Total 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
10 CFR 71.5 l(a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(I) of TS-R-I Limit 10(1000) 10(1000) 10(1000)

'Transport Index may not exceed 10.
2Based on the cylindrical geometry of this package, the "top" is considered to be the front as profiled, the "bottom"
is considered to be the back as profiled and all other surfaces are considered part of the "side" of the package.3Survey results after testing were obtained from the Model 880 Delta without the optional jacket. This produced
dose rates which would be higher than the Model 880 Delta if it had the optional jacket attached.
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Table 5.1.B: Model Delta sn TP186A Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extrapolated to Capacity of 150 Ci Ir-192 (Exclusive Use)1

Package (or Freight Container) Surface mSv/h 2 Meters from Outer Vehicle Surface mSv/h
(mrem/h) (mrem/h)

Normal Conditions of Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Transport

Gamma 1.68(168) 1.83 (183) 0.98(98) 0.008(0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 1.68 (168) 1.83 (183) 0.98 (98) 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
10 CFR 71.47(b) or 10(1000)2 10(1000)2 10(1000)2 0.1(10) 0.1(10) 0.1(10)
Paragraphy 572 of TS-
R-I Limit

Vehicle Surface mSv/h (mrem/h) Occupied Position mSv/h (mrem/hr)
Gamma <0.008 (0.8) <0.014(1.4) <0.010(0.1) < 0.02 (2)'
Neutron NA NA NA NA

Total <0.008(0.8) <0.014(1.4) <0.010(0.1) <0.02 (2)3

10 CFR 71.47(b) or 2 (200) 2(200) 2 (200) 0.02 (2)
Paragraphy 572 of TS-
R-1 Limit
Hypothetical Accident Conditions 1 Meter from Package Surface mSv/h (mrem/hr)

Gamma 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
Neutron NA NA NA

Total 0.008 (0.8) 0.014 (0.14) 0.010 (0.10)
10 CFR 71.5 1(a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(I) of TS-R-I Limit 10(1000) 10(1000) 10(1000)

'For packages transported by roadway, railway and sea.2For packages in closed vehicles, otherwise, 2 (200).
3Confirmed at time of vehicle loading prior to shipment.

Tables 5. !.C and 5.1 .D include radiation profile data used to demonstrate that the Model 880 Delta and
880 Elite package configurations will meet the external radiation level requirements for non-exclusive
use transport when loaded to capacity for Se-75. Based on comparisons of radiation profiles for lr-192
after hypothetical accident testing and relative photon energy outputs for Ir-192 and Se-75, it is assessed
that radiation levels from Se-75 will be essentially unchanged after undergoing the hypothetical accident
condition testing. By assessment, since the Model 880 Sigma shield has greater shielding than the Model
880 Elite shield, the Model 880 Sigma package configuration will also meet the external radiation level
requirements for non-exclusive use when loaded to capacity for Se-75.

Table 5.1.E includes radiation profile data used to demonstrate that the Model 880 Elite package
configuration will meet the external radiation level requirements for non-exclusive use transport when
loaded to capacity for Ir- 192.

Table 5.1.H includes radiation profile data used to demonstrate that the Model 880SC package
configuration will meet the external radiation level requirements for non-exclusive use transport
when loaded to capacity for Se-75. Based on comparisons of radiation profiles for Ir-192 after
hypothetical accident testing and relative photon energy outputs for Ir-192 and Se-75, it is
assessed that radiation levels from Se-75 will be essentially unchanged after undergoing the
hypothetical accident condition testing.
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Table 5.1.C: Model 880 Delta sn D2375 Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extrapolated to Cap city of 150 Ci Se-75 (Non-Exclusive Use)2

Package Surface mSv/h (mrem/h) 1 Meter from Package Surface mSv/h
(mrem/h)

Normal Conditions of Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Transport

Gamma 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0)
10 CFR 71.47(a) or 2(200) 2(200) 2(200) 0.1 (10)' 0.1 (10)' 0.1 (10)'
Paragraphs 530 and 531
of TS-R-I Limit

Hypothetical Accident Conditions 3

Gamma -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0)
Neutron NA NA NA

Total -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0)
10 CFR 71.51 (a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(1) of TS-R-I Limit 10(1000) 10 (1000) 10 (1000)

'Transport Index may not exceed 10.
2Normal Condition values obtained by direct measurement corrected for capacity and detector geometry.
3Based on comparisons of radiation profiles for lr-192 after hypothetical accident testing, it is assessed that radiation levels
from Se-75 will be essentially unchanged after undergoing the hypothetical accident condition testing.

Table 5.1.D: Model 880 Elite sn E1060 Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extrapolated to Capacity of 150 Ci Se-75 (Non-Exclusive Use)2

Package Surface pSv/h (mrem/h) 1 Meter from Package Surface 1tSv/h
(mrem/h)

Normal Conditions of Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Transport

Gamma 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.13 (13) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0) 0.01 (1.0)
10 CFR 71.47(a) or 2(200) 2(200) 2(200) 0.1 (10)' 0.1 (10)' 0.1 (10)'
Paragraphs 530 and 53 I
of TS-R-I Limit

Hypothetical Accident Conditions3

Gamma -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0)
Neutron NA NA NA

Total -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0) -0.01 (1.0)
10 CFR 71.51 (a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(1) of TS-R- I Limit 10 (1000) 10 (1000) 10 (1000)

Transport Index may not exceed 10.2Normal Condition values obtained by direct measurement corrected for capacity and detector geometry.
3Based on comparisons of radiation profiles for Ir-192 after hypothetical accident testing, it is assessed that radiation levels
from Se-75 will be essentially unchanged after undergoing the hypothetical accident condition testing.
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Table 5.1.E: Model 880 Elite sn E1060 Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extrapolated to Capacity of 50 Ci Ir-192 (Non-Exclusive Use)2

Package Surface mSv/h (mrem/h) 1 Meter from Package Surface mSv/h
(mrem/h)

Normal Conditions of Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Transport

Gamma 1.35 (135) 1.64 (164) 1.43 (143) 0.008 (0.8) 0.017 (1.7) 0.009 (0.9)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 1.35 (135) 1.64 (164) 1.43 (143) 0.008 (0.8) 0.017 (1.7) 0.009 (0.9)
10 CFR 71.47(a) or 2 (200) 2(200) 2 (200) 0.1 (10)1 0.1 (10)1 0.1 (10)
Paragraphs 530 and 531
of TS-R- 1 Limit
Hypothetical Accident Conditions3

Gamma 0.008 (0.8) 0.017 (1.7) 0.009 (0.9)
Neutron NA NA NA

Total 0.008 (0.8) 0.017 (1.7) 0.009 (0.9)
10 CFR 71.51(a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(I) of TS-R-1 Limit 10(1000) 10(1000) 10(1000)

Transport Index may not exceed 10.2Normal Condition values obtained by direct measurement corrected for capacity and detector geometry.
3Based on comparisons of radiation profiles for the 880 Delta when loaded with lr-192 after hypothetical accident testing, it is
assessed that radiation levels from the 880 Elite for Ir-192 will be essentially unchanged after undergoing the hypothetical
accident condition testing.

Table 5.1.F: Model 880SC sn TP206B Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extrapolated to Capacity of 150 Ci Ir-192 (Non-Exclusive Use) and Hypothetical Accident

Transport Condition Testing3

Normal Conditions of Package Surface mSv/h (mrem/hr) 2  1 Meter from Package Surface mSv/h
Transport (mrem/h)2

Radiation Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Gamma 1.96(196) 1.82(182) 0.99(99) 0.011 (1.1) 0.012(1.2) 0.026(2.6)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total 1.96 (196) 1.82 (182) 0.99 (99) 0.011 (1.1) 0.012 (1.2) 0.026 (2.6)
10 CFR 71.47(a) or 2(200) 2(200) 2(200) 0.1 (10)' 0.I (10) 0.1 (10)1
Paragraphs 530 and
531 of TS-R-1 Limit

Hypothetical Accident Conditions
Gamma 0.011(1.1) 0.012(1.2) 0.026(2.6)
Neutron NA NA NA

Total 0.011(1.1) 0.012(1.2) 0.026(2.6)
10 CFR 71.51(a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(1) of TS-R-1 Limit 10(1000) 10(1000) 10(1000)

'Transport Index may not exceed 10.
2Based on the cylindrical geometry of this package, the "top" is considered to be the front as profiled, the "bottom"
is considered to be the back as profiled and all other surfaces are considered part of the "side" of the package.
3Survey results after testing were obtained from the Model 880SC without the optional jacket. This produced dose
rates which would be higher than the Model 880SC if it had the optional jacket attached.
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Table 5.1.G: Model 880SC sn TP206B Summary Table of External Radiation Levels
Extranolated to Canacitv of 150 Ci Ir-192 (Exclusive Usel1

Package (or Freight Container) Surface mSv/h 2 Meters from Outer Vehicle Surface S Sv/h
(mrem/h) (mrem/h)

Normal Conditions of Top Side Bottom Top Side Bot om
Transport

Gamma 1.96(196) 1.82 (182) 0.99 (99) <0.011 (1.1) <0.012 (1.2) <0.02 (2.6)
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA

Total 1.96 (196) 1.82 (182) 0.99 (99) <0.011 (1.1) <0.012 (1.2) <0.02 (2.6)
10CFR71.47(b)or 10(1000) 10(1000)z 10(1000)2 0.1(10) 0.1(10) 0.1 10)
Paragraphs 572 of TS-
R-1 Limit

Vehicle Surface mSv/h (mrem/h) Occupied Position mSv/h (mrem/hr)
Gamma <0.011(1.1) <0.012(1.2) < 0.026 (2.6) < 0.02 (2):
Neutron NA NA NA NA

Total <0.011(1.1) <0.012(1.2) < 0.026 (2.6) < 0.02 (2)3

10 CFR 71.47(b) or 2 (200) 2 (200) 2 (200) 0.02 (2)
Paragraph 572 of TS-
R-I Limit
Hypothetical Accident Conditions 1 Meter from Package Surface mSv/h (mren/1 r)

Gamma 0.011(1.1) 0.012(1.2) 0.026(2. ,
Neutron NA NA NA

Total 0.011(1.1) 0.012(1.2) 0.026 (21). ,,
10 CFR 71.5 1(aX2) or Paragraph 656(bXii)(I) of TS-R-I Limit 10 (1000) 10 (1000) 10 (10001

'For packages transported by roadway, railway and sea.2For packages in closed vehicles, otherwise, 2 (200).3Confirmed at time of vehicle loading prior to shipment.

Table 5.1.H: Model 880SC Summary Table of External Radiation Levels Extrapolated to
Canacitv of 150 Ci Se-75 (Non-Exclusive Usej2

Package Surface mSv/h (mrem/h) I Meter from Package Surface mSv/h
(mrem/h)

Normal Conditions of Top Side Bottom Top Side Bottom
Transport

Gamma <1.96(196) <1.82(182) <0.99(99) <0.011 (1.1) <0.012(1.2) <0.026(2.61
Neutron NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total <1.96(196) <1.82(182) <0.99(99) <0.011(1.1) <0.012(1.2 <0.026 (2.6
10 CFR 71.47(a) or 2(200) 2(200) 2(200) 0.1(10)1 0.1(10)1 0.1(10)1
Paragraphs 530 and 531
of TS-R-1 Limit
Hypothetical Accident Conditions3

Gamma <0.011 (1.1) <0.012 (1.2) <0.026(2.6
Neutron NA NA NA

Total <0.011(1.1) <0.012 (1.2) <0.026 (2.6
10 CFR 71.51(a)(2) or Paragraph 656(b)(ii)(I) of TS-R-1 Limit 10 (1000) 10 (1000) 10(1000)

'Transport Index may not exceed 10.
2Normal Condition values obtained by direct measurement corrected for capacity and detector geometry.3Based on comparisons of radiation profiles for Ir-192 after hypothetical accident testing, it is assessed that radiation levels
from Se-75 will be essentially unchanged after undergoing the hypothetical accident condition testing.
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5.2 Source Specification

5.2.1 Gamma Source

The gamma sources allowed for transport in the Model 880 Series transport package are
specified in Sections 1.2.2 and 2.10.

5.2.2 Neutron Source

Not applicable. The Model 880 Series transport packages are not used for the transportation of
neutron emitting sources.

5.3 Shielding Model

5.3.1 Configuration of Source and Shielding

A shielding model was not used as the primary justification for these packages. Shielding
justification was based on direct measurement and a comparison of relative photon energy output
per Ci between Ir-192 and Se-75 to justify Se-75 capacities in some cases. Since the 880 Delta
and 880SC testing results showed that an insignificant change had occurred in the radiation
profiles, all isotopes in all other versions of the Model 880 Series packages were considered
acceptable.

5.3.2 Material Properties

Not applicable. A shielding model was not used as the primary justification for these packages.
Shielding justification was based on direct measurement using Ir-192 and Se-75 and comparison
of relative photon shielding effectiveness between Ir-192 and Se-75. Additional package
configurations were justified based on test results of the Model 880 Delta and 880SC style
packages.

5.4 Shielding Evaluation

5.4.1 Methods

Shielding justification was based on direct measurement and assessment. Radiation profiles have
not been performed for the Model 880 Sigma, however, the shield design is identical to the
Model 880 Delta. This design is capable of producing shields that can adequately shield 150 Ci
of Ir-192 to within the regulatory dose limits. Due to variances in the shield manufacturing
process, some shields are produced with a slightly lower shielding capacity. Shields which
demonstrate a capacity of 130 Ci of Ir-192, based on device profiles prior to final acceptance and
shipment, are distributed as Model 880 Sigma devices.

All packages are profiled prior to final acceptance and shipment. This profile takes into account
the maximum capacity and detector geometry. Any package not meeting the required dose rates
is rejected.
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If the optional jacket is used, it will further reduce surface dose rates on some areas of the

package. As such, the use of the jacket will have no detrimental impact on dose rates.

5.4.2 Input and Output Data

Radiation measurements included in this Section were adjusted to the maximum activity capacity
for the package (e.g., activity correction factor) and the surface measurements were also adjusted
to correct for off-set of the survey meter probe from the true surface of the package.

Activity correction factors (CFA) were obtained by using the following relationship:

CFA = MaximumPackageActivityCapacity (A,,)

Actual Pr ofile Activity (A,,)

ForExample, ifA,, = 135 Ci and A, = 150 Ci, then

150 Ci
CFA = - 1.1

135Ci

Therefore all original surface and 1 meter profile measurements would be multiplied by a factor
of 1.1 for a package profiled using 135 Ci and a package capacity of 150 Ci.

Radiation measurements at the surface of the container were also adjusted to compensate for the
off-set of the survey meter probe from the true surface of the package.

Surface correction factors (SCF) were obtained by using the following relationship:

SCF = 2ý_ where d, and d are determined as shown in Figure 5.4.A.

ForExample, if d, = 9 inches and d 2 = 10 inches, then

SCF 1 (lOinches)
2

(9 inches)
2

Subsequent evaluation of the SCF revealed that the use of the inverse square law introduces an
error when the material of the shield contains a heavy element such as tungsten, uranium or lead.
When heavy shields are involved there is a build-up of Compton-scattered photons and X-rays
which causes scattered radiation to emanate from everywhere within the shield and not just from
the source in the center. Under these circumstances, the inverse square law relationship between
dose rate and distance overestimates the actual dose rate on the surface of the device.
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Experimental measurement using TLDs have demonstrated that the SCF for devices using heavy
element shielding varies more accurately as follows:

SCF = where d, and d 3 are determined as shown in Figure 5.a.

For Example, ýf d, = 9 inches and d 3 = 1 Oinches, then

(10 inches)

SCF = (1 (inches) = 1.05
(9 inches)

Therefore in the example shown, all original surface profile measurements located along the side
of the package shown in Figure 5.4.A would also be multiplied by a factor to account for surface
correction of the detector to the package surface. Different SCF's would be calculated for the
any dimension of the container where the minimum distance from the center of the activity to the
center of the radiation probe is different.

d, = distance from activity center
to surface of container.

d') = distance from activity center
to surface of container plus
radius of the survey meter
probe.

d" = distance from activity center
to back of the probe.

Figure 5.4.A. - Sample Surface Correction Factor Distance Criteria
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The radiation profile data showed no increase in radiation dose after testing beyond normal
measurement variations. All test specimens met the regulatory requirements.

5.4.3 Flux-to-Dose-Rate Conversion

Not applicable. Flux rates were not used to convert to dose rates in any shielding evaluations.

5.4.4 External Radiation Levels

Radiation surveys for all 880 Series configurations showed maximum surface and 1 meter
radiation levels from the transport packages within regulatory limits. Radiation surveys of 880
Series transport packages after undergoing normal and accident condition transport testing were
also well within the regulatory limits.

5.5 Appendix

Not Applicable.
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Section 6 - CRITICALITY EVALUATION

All parts of this section are not applicable. The Model 880 Series transport packages are not used for
shipment of Type B quantities of fissile material.
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Section 7 - Package Operations

Operation of the Model 880 Series transport packages must be in accordance with the operating
instructions supplied with the transport package, per 10 CFR 71.87 and 71.89.

7.1 Package Loading

7.1.1 Preparation for Loading

The Model 880 Series transport packages must be loaded and closed in accordance with
procedures that, at a minimum, include the requirements specified in this section. Shipment of
Type B quantities of radioactive material are authorized for sources specified in Section 7.1.1.1.
Maintenance and inspection of these packages is in accordance with the requirements specified
in Section 7.1.1.2.

7.1.1.1 Authorized Package Contents

The Model 880 Series transport packages are designed for use with a special form source
capsules as approved under a U.S. Department of Transportation special form certification.
The approved isotopes and maximum package activity limits is shown in Table 7.1 .A.
Details of encapsulation as well as chemical and physical form of the radioactive material
will comply with specifications approved under U.S. Department of Transportation or other
Competent Authority special form certifications.

Table 7.1.A: Isotopes Permitted in the Model 880 Series

Model Nuclide Form' Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum
Capacity 2  DU Weight Weight Weight With

Weight Without With Jacket Jacket
Jacket (Version 1) (Version 2)

880 Ir-192 Special Form 150 Ci 34.4 lbs 46 lbs 52 lbs 55 lbs
Delta Se-75 Special Form 150 Ci (15.6 kg) (21 kg) (24 kg) (25 kg)
880 Ir-192 Special Form 130 CiSga34.4 Ibs 46 lbs 52 lbs 55 lbs

Sigma Se-75 Special Form 150 Ci (15.6 kg) (21 kg) (24 kg) (25 kg)

880 Ir-192 Special Form 50 Ci 25 lbs 37 lbs 42 lbs 45 lbs
Elite Se-75 Special Form 150 Ci (11 kg) (17 kg) (19 kg) (20 kg)

880SC Ir-192 Special Form 150 Ci 34.4 lbs 46 lbs 52 lbs NA
_Se-75 Special Form 150 Ci (15.6 kg) (21 kg) (24 kg)

'Special Form is defined in 10 CFR 71, 49 CFR 173, and IAEA TS-R-1.
2 Maximum Capacity Activity for Ir-192 is defined as output Curies as required in ANSI N432 and 10 CFR 34.20

and in line with TS-R-1 and Rulemaking by the USNRC and the USDOT published in the Federal Register on 26
January 2004
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7.1.1.2 Packaging Maintenance and Inspection Prior to Loading

a. Ensure all markings are legible.

b. Inspect the container for signs of significant degradation. Ensure all
welds are intact, the container is free of heavy rust and cracks/damage to
the steel housing which breaches the container. If there is any evidence
of bent or cracked welds contact QSA Global, Inc. prior to shipping.

c. Assure all bolts and fasteners (hardware) required for assembly of the
package and as specified on the drawings referenced on the Type B
transport certificate are fit for use. Without removing the hardware by
disassembly from the device, examine the visible external surfaces of the
bolts/fasteners for any signs of fatigue cracking.

Note: A visual examination of the bolt/fastener thread condition is
performed after removal from the exposure device as part of the
Quarterly and Annual Maintenance inspections required for
radiography devices under 10 CFR 34.31 or equivalent
Agreement State regulations.

The bolts/fasteners must be replaced if they are no longer fit for use
(e.g., threads stripped, unable to fully thread, signs of cracking, etc).
Ensure the front port is properly secured. Ensure seal wire(s) are
properly installed. Ensure any replacement hardware meets all
applicable specifications listed on the drawings referenced on the Type
B transport certificate.

d. If the container fails any of the inspections in steps 7.1.1.2.a-c, remove
the container from use until it can be brought into compliance with the
Type B certificate.

7.1.2 Loading of Contents

NOTE: These loading operations apply to "dry" loading only. None of the
shield configurations for the Model 880 Series package are approved
for wet loading.

7.1.2.1 Prior to transportation, ensure the package and its contents meet the following
requirements:

a. The contents are authorized for use in the package.

b. The package condition has been inspected in accordance with Section
7.1.1.2.
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c. Ensure that the source is secured into place in the storage position after
loading the 880 package in accordance with the applicable licensing
provisions for the user's facility related to radioactive material handling.

7.1.3 Preparation for Transport

7.1.3.1 Ensure that all conditions of the certificate of compliance are met.

7.1.3.2 Perform a contamination wipe of the outside surface of the package and ensure
removable contamination does not exceed 0.0001 jiCi when averaged over a
wipe area of 300 cm-.

7.1.3.3 Survey all exterior surfaces of the package to assure that the radiation level does
not exceed 200 mR/hr at the surface. Measure the radiation level at one meter
from all exterior surfaces to assure that the radiation level is less than 10 mR/hr.

7.1.3.4 Ship the container according to the procedure for transporting radioactive
material as established in 10 CFR 71.5 and 49 CFR 171-178.

NOTE: The US Department of Transportation, in 49 CFR 173.22(c), requires each shipper of
Type B quantities of radioactive material to provide prior notification to the consignee
of the dates of shipment and expected arrival.

7.2 Package Unloading

7.2.1 Receipt of Package from Carrier

7.2.1.1 The consignee of a transport package of radioactive material must make
arrangements to receive the transport package when it is delivered. If the
transport package is to be picked up at the carrier's terminal, 10 CFR 20.1906
requires that this be done expeditiously upon notification of its arrival.

7.2.1.2 Upon receipt of a transport package of radioactive material:

a. Survey the transport package with a survey meter as soon as possible,
preferably at the time of pick-up and no more than three hours after it
was received during normal working hours. Radiation levels should not
exceed 200 mR/hr at the surface of the transport package, nor 10 mR/hr
at a distance of I meter from the surface.

b. Record the actual radiation levels on the receiving report.

c. If the radiation levels exceed these limits, secure the container in a
Restricted Area and notify the appropriate personnel in accordance with
10 CFR 20 or applicable Agreement State regulations.
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d. Inspect the outer container for physical damage or leaking. If the
package is damaged or leaking or it is suspected that the package may
have leaked or been damaged, restrict access to the package. As soon as
possible, contact the Radiation Safety Office to perform a full
assessment of the package condition and take necessary follow-up
actions.

e. Record the radioisotope, activity, model number, and serial number of
the source and the transport package model number and serial number.

7.2.2 Receipt of Contents

7.2.2.1 Unload the package must be in accordance with the instructions supplied with
the package per 10 CFR 71.89.

7.2.2.2 Unloading of the package must also be in accordance with applicable licensing
provisions for the user's facility related to radioactive material handling.

7.3 Preparation of Empty Package for Transport

In the following instructions, an empty transport package refers to a Model 880 Series transport
package without an active source contained within the shielded container. To ship an empty
transport package:

7.3.1. For the 880 Delta, 880 Sigma or 880 Elite packages, perform the following procedure to
confirm that there are no unauthorized sources within the container:

7.3.1.1 Remove the authorized source assembly from the package in accordance with
the instructions supplied with the package per 10 CFR 71.89.

7.3.1.2 After removing the source and disconnecting the source assembly, attach the
jumper (dummy connector without a serial number) to the male connector of the
drive cable.

7.3.1.3 Retract the jumper into the package and disconnect the controls.

7.3.1.4 Insert the shipping cover, rotate the selector ring to the lock position, depress the
plunger lock and remove the key.

7.3.1.5 Remove the source identification tag from the package and keep it with the
source.

7.3.2. To ship an empty 880SC package a second shipping plug assembly or dummy (inactive)
A424-9 source wire DEMO assembly is required. If not available, contact QSA Global,
Inc. to obtain an appropriate assembly before shipping an 880SC empty. Once the
second assembly is obtained, perform the following:
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7.3.1.1 Remove the authorized source assembly from the package in accordance with
the instructions supplied with the package per 10 CFR 71.89.

7.3.1.2 Insert a shipping plug assembly into one of the locking assemblies on the
package until the lock engages.

7.3.1.3 Depress the key plunger lock and remove the key. Rotate the shipping cap to the
closed position and secure in place with the spring plunger.

7.3.1.4 Repeat steps 7.3.1.2 and 7.3.1.3 for the other locking assembly on the package
using another shipping plug assembly or a dummy (inactive) A424-9 source wire
DEMO assembly.

7.3.1.5 Remove the source identification tag from the package and keep it with the
source.

7.3.3 Assure that the levels of removable radioactive contamination on the outside surface of
the transport package do not exceed 4 Bq/cm2 (when averaged over 300 cm 2).

7.3.4 When it is confirmed that the Model 880 Series transport package is empty, survey the
device and prepare the transport package for shipment. Survey the assembled package to
ensure the external surface radiation level does not exceed 5 jtSv/hr.

7.3.5 Ship the container according to the procedure for transporting radioactive material as
established inl 0 CFR 71.5.

7.4 Other Operations

7.4.1 Package Transportation By Consignor

Persons transporting the Model 880 Series transport package in their own conveyances
should comply with the following:

7.4.1.1 For a conveyance and equipment used regularly for radioactive material transport,
check to determine the level of contamination that may be present on these items.
This contamination check is suggested if the package shows signs of damage upon
receipt or during transport, or if a leak test on the special form source transported in
the package exceeds the allowable limit of 185 Bq (0.005 jiCi).

7.4.1.2 If contamination above 4 Bq/cm2 (0.0001 gCi/cm 2) based on wiping an area of 300
cm2 is detected on any part of a conveyance or equipment used regularly for
radioactive material transport, or if a radiation level exceeding 5 g.Sv/h (0.5 mR/hr)
is detected on any conveyance or equipment surface, then remove the affected item
from use until decontaminated or decayed to meets these limits.

7.4.1.3 Ensure the package is properly blocked and braced prior to transport to prevent
movement within the conveyance during transport.
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7.4.2 Emergency Response

In the event of a transport emergency or accident involving this package, follow the
guidance contained in "2008 Emergency Response Guidebook: A Guidebook for First
Responders During the Initial Phase of a Dangerous Goods/Hazardous Materials
Incident", or equivalent guidance documentation.

Reference: "2012 Emergency Response Guidebook: A Guidebook for First Responders
During the Initial Phase of a Dangerous Goods/Hazardous Materials Incident.

7.5 Appendix

Not Applicable.
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Section 8 - ACCEPTANCE TESTS AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

8.1 Acceptance Test

8.1.1 Visual Inspections and Measurements

8.1.1.1 Visually inspect each transport package component to be shipped to assure the
following:

a. The transport package was assembled properly to the applicable drawing
referenced on the Type B transport certificate.

b. Evaluate each shield container for shielding integrity when used in the
applicable Model 880 Series assembly to ensure the transport dose rate
requirements are met when the container is loaded to capacity.

c. All fasteners as required by the applicable drawings referenced on the Type
B transport certificate are properly installed and secured.

d. The relevant labels are attached, contain the required information, and are
marked in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1904, 10 CFR 40.13(c)(6)(i), 10 CFR
34, and 10 CFR 71 or equivalent Agreement State regulations.

8.1.1.2 Visual inspections and measurements will be performed in accordance with QSA
Global, Inc.'s USNRC approved Quality Assurance Program No. 0040.

8.1.2 Weld Examinations

Weld examinations will be performed in accordance with the applicable drawings
requirements and in accordance with QSA Global, Inc.'s USNRC approved Quality
Assurance Program No. 0040.

8.1.3 Structural and Pressure Tests

Prior to first use as part of a Model 880 Series Transport Package, container structural
conformance will be evaluated in accordance with the applicable drawings requirements
and in accordance with QSA Global, Inc.'s USNRC approved Quality Assurance
Program No. 0040. The containment system is not designed to require increased or
decreased operating pressures to maintain containment during transport, therefore
pressure tests of package components prior to first use are not required.
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8.1.4 Leakage Tests

The source capsules (primary containment) are wipe tested for leakage of radioactive
contamination upon initial manufacture. The removable contamination must be less than
185 Bq (0.005 tCi). The source capsules will also be subjected to leak tests under
IS09978:1992(E) (or more recent editions). The source capsules are not used if they fail
any of these tests.

8.1.5 Component and Material Tests

Component and material compliance is achieved in accordance with the requirements in
QSA Global, Inc.'s USNRC approved Quality Assurance Program No. 0040.

8.1.6 Shielding Tests

The radiation levels at the surface of the transport package and at 1 meter from the
surface are measured upon manufacture. This survey is performed in a low background
area and involves a slow scan survey of the entire surface area as well as one meter from
the surface of the package. This survey is used to identify any significant void volumes
or shield porosity which could prevent the finished device from complying with the dose
limits in 10 CFR 71.47.

The radiation profile survey is made with the radiation detector housing in contact with
the surface of the package and then also at one meter from the surface of the container.
The radiation profile survey for the Model 880SC package is performed twice with the
radiation source loaded into each of the locking assemblies of the package. These
radiation levels, when extrapolated to the rated capacity of the transport package, must
not exceed 200 mR/hr at the surface, nor 10 mR/hr at 1 meter from the surface of the
transport package. Failure of this test prevented use of the package as a Type B(U)
package.

Rejected packages which do not comply with the construction requirements on the
applicable drawings referenced on the Type B certificate, or that do not comply with the
radiation profile requirements will not distributed as approved Type B(U) packages.

8.1.7 Thermal Tests

Not applicable. The source content of the Model 880 Series packages has minimal effect
on the package surface temperature and therefore no additional testing is necessary to
evaluate thermal properties of the packaging.

8.1.8 Miscellaneous Tests

Not applicable.
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8.2 Maintenance Program

8.2.1 Structural and Pressure Tests

Not applicable. Material certification is obtained for Safety Class A components used in
the transport package prior to their initial use. Based on the construction of the design,
no additional structural testing during the life of the package is necessary if the container
shows no signs of defect when prepared for shipment in accordance with the
requirements of Section 7 of the SAR. The 880 Series packaging is not designed to
require increased or decreased operating pressures to maintain containment during
transport, therefore pressure tests of package components prior to individual shipment is
not required.

8.2.2 Leakage Tests

As described in Section 8.1.4, "Leakage Tests," the radioactive source assembly is leak-
tested at manufacture. In addition, the sources are leak tested in accordance with that
Section at least once every six months thereafter if being transported to ensure that
removable contamination is less than 185 Bq (0.005 ýtCi). Also a contamination wipe is
performed of the shield source tubes whenever the shield is returned to the manufacturer
(typically the shield is shipped to a customer with new sources and may be returned
directly to the manufacturer with decayed sources for disposition)

8.2.3 Component and Material Tests

The transport package is inspected for tightness of fasteners, proper seal wires, general
condition and fitness for use prior to each use (see Section 7.1.1 ). Prior to each use, a
radiation survey of the transport package is made to assure that the radiation levels do
not exceed 200 mR/hr at the surface, nor 10 mR/hr at I meter from the surface.

8.2.4 Thermal Tests

Not applicable. The source content of the Model 880 Series package has no adverse

effect on the package surface temperature and therefore no additional testing is necessary
to evaluate thermal properties of the packaging prior to shipment.

8.2.5 Miscellaneous Tests

Inspections and tests designed for secondary users of this transport package under the
general license provisions of 10 CFR 71.17(b) are provided in Section 7.

8.3 Appendix

Not applicable.
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Section 9 - Quality Assurance

9.1 U.S. Quality Assurance Program Requirements

All component fabrication (including assembly) is controlled under the QSA Global, Inc. Quality
Assurance program approved by the USNRC (approval number 0040) and ISO 9001.

9.2 Canada Quality Assurance Program Requirements

Not applicable. This package is originally submitted for certification in the United States and
complies with the criteria in Section 9.1.




